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Summary

In wireless communication systems having unpredictable radio propagation environ-

ments, it is most important from the user's point of view to maintain an adequate level

of service quality during call conversation and a low probability of call drop. Moteover,

for future wireless systems in which small radius cells and heavy user demands are being

considered, fast handover request processing is becoming a more noteworthy factor. The

handover request processing time itself and the delay caused by heavy signalling traffic,

can have an effect on call quality and/or the probability of call conversation disconnection

during handover procedures.

A well known reason for call drop is a lack of free radio channel resources at the new

base station. The other reason is low call quality, i.e. the received signal strength for

the current base station falling below the threshold of reception. This low call quality

makes the user's conversation quality poor and may result in the conversation being

disconnected, even if the base station can provide a new radio channel to the user' To

provide a better quality of call service where the radio link quality is poor, handover

algorithms, which monitor the radio link of the Base Station, are used. If the handover

algorithm can support a very accurate handover decision, while the handover request

processing delay is too long, this accurate handover decision would not be processed

properly. The received signal strength of the current base station during the handover

request processing time will fall below the receive threshold, that is the radio link between

the Mobile System and the Base Station becomes poor. On the other hand, if the

system can provide fast handover request processing, while the handover decision is not

accutate, then extra unnecessary handovers can occul or the call may be disconnected

due to low call quality. Therefore an accurate handover decision and a fast handover

request response time are needed to provide high quality of call conversation and low

vll
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the first generation mobile system, Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS), was

introduced in the 1920's, user demands have increased dramatically and will continue

to do so in the future. The forecast is that 20% of communication terminals will be

mobile by the year 2000 increasing to 50% in the 21st century [1]. In the European

Community, for example, recent data [2] shows mobile and personal user penetration

per 1,000 of population increased from 23 to 33, an increase of approximately 2.3 million

users during the period between Nov. 1993 and Oct. 1.994. It is estima,ted that the

number of users will be about 50 million users at the end of century and 100 million

by 2005 in Europe. Both forecasts show how fast the number of users in personal and

mobile communications is growing'

In order to provide for the increasing user demand, a concept using a small radius of celi

with channel reuse has been proposed. This is more efficient in cellular mobile systems [3]

as it provides more channels within the limitations of the available frequency allocations.

Unfortunately the cell radius reduction gives rise to new problems in system design and

operation. One of these is related to handovers. Two major aspects of the handover issue

are firstly that an accurate handover decision is required for all mobile radio propagation

environments, and secondly that fast handover processing is needed.

From the user service point of view, it is very important to achieve accurate handover

decisions to ensure high quality of call conversation and low probability of call discon-

nection. The handover decision can only be made through knowledge of some system

1
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o Hysteresis window

In an ideal case, the number of handover requests per boundary crossing is unity. In

reality however it is usually greater than one because of the effects discussed above'

Only one of the multiple handover requests is necessary, all the remainder are called

unnecess&T'y handover requests, which only serve to load the handover processor to no

purpose. To reduce the number of these unnecessary handover requests, a hysteresis

efiect (HYS) is introduced which raises the received signal strength threshold at which

a boundary crossing is detected. As HYS increases the number of handover requests

decreases until it eventually becomes unity [10, 11]. However there is a disadvantage:

the resulting handover request generation is delayed away from the boundary as HYS

increases. Vijayan et al. [11] demonstrated this characteristic. This can give rise to

a situation in which the call quality is degraded, even if only one necessary handover

request occurs. The studies which we have already mentioned did not examine this issue.

Therefore it is important to check the call quality for handover algorithms having various

HYS values. In our studies [12, 13], we found that when HYS increased the number of

handover requests was red.uced down to unity, but the call degradation rate (that is, the

probability that the received signal strength at the MS, of the current BS, falls below

the receiver's signal detection ievel) was increased. Even if the cells are covered well by

the BS signals, an unnecessarily high HYS generates significantly higher call degradation

rates than low and medium HYS.

o Signal Averaging

We also found [1a] that the handover request characteristics such as number of handover

requests, call degradation, delay of handover occurrence and zone selection rate, are

strongly affected by the parameters of the handover algorithms. One of these is the time

over which signals are averaged, called the signal auert,ge interual. Lee [15] showed how

the signal average interval affects the accuracy of the estimated log-normal fading mean.

If the signal average interval is too short, the averaged signal value will be affected by the

rapid Rayleigh fading. However if it is too long, then deep fades ìn which a handover may

be needed, flây be smoothed over if they are shorter than the signal averaging interval.

For such a situation, we can say that the handover request characteristics measured

and averaged with inappropriate signal intervals will not provide reliable results. In our
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Not only is an accurate handover decision required, but also fast handover processing is

essential for achieving an acceptable handover performance for the user. Fast handover

processing will become even more important in future systems. The investigation of Bye

[20] showed that, under the same circumstances, there are on average 50% more handover

requests generated for a small radius cell (100m radius) than for a medium radius cell

(1km radius). Because other signalling traffic such as call requests and mobility requests

will also increase in future, providing fast handover request processing is not an issue

of handover itself. It is a signalling traffic issue of the mobile system. It is difficult to

obtain an understanding of how this signalling traffic will affect handover performance, in

particular call drop and quality of service, if we use a complex, comprehensive signalling

traffic model of a mobile system. However, with a simple signalling trafÊc model in

which only handover request traffic is of concern, the analysis of the effect of handover

delay on call drop can provide valuable results which reveal the reasons behind call drop

at the system level.

Because avoiding call drop is more important than avoiding new call blocking) many

studies have been carried out seeking to improve the call dropout rate' In particular,

Gudmundson [9] presented results for the performance of handover algorithms with a

simple layout consisting of two BS and one MS. His analytical model gives the call

dropout condition, handover blocking condition, and expected number of handover re-

quests. Hong et al. [21] showed that giving a higher priority to handovers in the call

processols produces a better system performance than a non-priority scheme' Different

approaches for improving system performance, in particular call dropout rate and new

call blocking probability, were studied by Posner et at. 122] and Guérin [23] using ana-

lytical models. Their studies were concerned with reduction of call dropout rate while at

the same time minimised call blocking probability. However none of the above considered

a realistic mobile environment.

Recently Kuek et at. l24l investigated system performance using a mobile propagation

modei in highway microcell systems. They used a load-sharing scheme to improve the

system performance. This reduced the handover request blocking probability but the call

dropout rate was not improved. The average number of unnecessary handover requests

was reduced, but the blocking of the necessary handover requests which are directly



1.1. CONTRIBUTIO¡úS OF THIS THESIS

- Fourthly, to construct and examine the soft handoff algorithm in CDMA systems,

a simpie power control algorithm is developed and its handover characteristics are

investigated by combining with soft handoff algorithms. We show that to achieve

the same handover request characteristics as the hard handoff algorithm, care must

be taken in development of the power control algorithms for the soft handoff algo-

rithm. Otherwise soft handoff with power control achieves worse performance than

soft handoff algorithms without power control or the hard handoff algorithms'

- Fifthly, to enhance the call dropout rate, the cail drop conditions are examined.

In particular, we focus on the behavior of the handover server to reduce the delay

call drop. We do this via "Handover Rejection Schemes". These schemes include

two algorithms. One is the classification of the handover request into normal and

enforced handover conditions with the latter having higher priority. The other is

the load sharing of handover requests between BS or BSC. These schemes provide

much better call dropout rate when the system is suffering from a long handover

request delay.

1-.1- Contributions of This Thesis

The author of this thesis recognises the importance of handover in mobile and personal

communication systems. The author has also noted an increasing interest in this field

during the last five years. There are difficulties in attempting to develop a precise han-

d.over model and to obtain accurate data for analysis of handover algorithms, because of

the random nature of the radio environment and user behavior. The work reported in this

thesis tackles both of those issues by contributing to an understanding of fundamental

characteristics of the handover algorithm from the user service and system performance

point of view. In particular, the handover algorithm in this thesis uses the rectanguiar

(block) window, which has not been extensively investigated, rather than the sliding

window for averaging the received signal strength. The rectangular window scheme has

the advantage that it generates a smaller number of handover requests compared to the

rectangular sliding window or the exponential sliding scheme [25].

Two measures of handover performance are developed here: call degradation and modi-

7



1,2. OUTLINE OFTHESIS

t.2 Outline of Thesis

We will present the basic elements of our study in Chapter 3. First of all we will discuss

the mobile radio propagation environment in which a mobile station can communicate

with other mobile stations or fixed network subscribers by maintaining radio links be-

tween the MS and BS. Because highly fluctuating and randomly fluctuating radio signals

make an accurate handover d,ecision difficult, we will first focus on the path loss and fad-

ing to understand the nature of the radio propagation channel. At that point we will

introduce and explain our simulation radio channel model. Soft and hard handoff will

be discussed to introduce the basic differences between handover algorithms.

We then discuss in Chapter 3 a modifred handover algorithm called the enforced and

normal (trN) handover algorithm which attempts to force a handover when link quality

becomes critical. Also in Chapter 3, we will present a simulation model and an analytical

model of the handover algorithms. We start with a simple cell layout consisting of two

base stations having 2km radius, and one mobiie station. An analytical model using

the assumption that the received signals at the receiver are Gausian distributed will be

derived from the signal difference function between the two BSs and the signal coverage

determination function [26]. Various handover request performance measures such as

the mean number of handover requests, mean number of call degradations, handover

area (or handover point when the number of handover requests is equal to one) and call

degradation point will be evaluated in the simulation model. These measures will also

be studied for the enforced and normal (EN) handover algorithm in this chapter. Finally

comparisons between the simulation model and an analytical model, with both basic and

EN handover algorithms, will be given.

In Chapter 4, various handover request performance measures for'the case where neig-

bouring BSs have different transmit powers are studied. In addition another scenario

with a worst case MS movement model is studied. Since we have already examined the

two handover algorithms in Chapter 3, the same performance measures will be used to

study these particular environmental scenarios. The study of the worst case MS move-

ment scenario, that is, where the MS travels around the cell boundary all the time, is

investigated for both equal and unequal transmit power models. We investigate the com-

I



Chapter 2

Background for Cellular Mobile

Radio Systems

2.L Mobile Radio Propagation Environment

Radio signals linking a mobile station and base station are affected by the topography of

terrain and man-made structures which give rise to multipath pheonomena. The heights

and types of the antennae can also affect the amount and nature of the signals arriving

at the receivers in these stations. To analyse the received signal at the receiver antenna

we consider the following three major influences: path loss; short term fading; and long

term fading.

The path loss between the receiver and the transmitter antennae decreases the power of

the transmit signal as a result of direct line of sight absorption in the air, or reflection

losses where the signals are received indirectly. Fluctuations of signal strength over

short and long term periods of time are caused by multipath phenomena due to terrain

reflections. Where the signal variations occur over a few wavelengths, the fluctuiations

are called short term fad,ing. The term long term fading is used where these signal

variations occur over macroscopic distances. In this thesis, in common with other studies

127,28,29], short term fading is modelled by a Rayleigh distribution, while long term

fading is modelled by a log-normal distribution. We now examine the details of these

three major parameters: path loss; Rayleigh fading; and log-normal fading in the mobile

11



terms name unit

hu height of BS antenna [-]
h- height of MS antenna [-]
f" carrier frequency [MHz]

Pt transmitting power [dB or watts]

P, recelvrng power [dB or watts]

Pi transmit power of dipole antenna [dB or watts]

d distance between transmitter and recerver lk*l

2.1. MOBILE RADIO PROPAGATIO¡\I EIVVIRONMENT 13

Table 2.1: Lists of Terms

the receiver. The simple form is as foliows:

Lp:KrtK2logrc(d) (2 1)

where ¡ir and K2 are functions of the frequency and antenna heights of the MS and BS.

Since we use Hata's empirical formula for the path loss in this thesis, we provide his

derivatìon as follorvs. The path loss trp, the power difference between the transmitter

and the receiver, is given in dB bY:

Lp: Pt - P, [dB] (2 2)

The first term, Pr, in equation 2.2is based on Okumura's prediction curves derived for

a dipole antenna. By adding the absolute power gain of a dipole antenna, 2-2d8, to

the transmit power of a dipole antenna P!, we get the power gain between isotropic

antennae

Pt : Pl + 2.2 [dB] (2 3)

The second term P, in equation 2.2 is obtained by adding the absorption cross section

of an isotropic antenna A.¡¡, to the received power density P":



2.1. MOBILE RADIO PROPAGATIO¡Ù E¡\TVIRONMENT 15

For a typical urban area the Hata model is obtained by determining K1 and 1{z with the

slope of the field strength curve. The basic characteristics of both constants are that Kr

is a function of h6 and /". Thus 1{r is given by:

Kt : a - l3.82logn(ha) - "(h*)

where o is given by

o : 69.55 * 26.16lo9ro(/")

Kz which is independent of /" and å6 is given by

Kz-44.9-6.551osß(h6)

Thus the path loss ,Lo becomes

(2.10)

Le@B) 69.55 I26.I6tog1o(/") - I3'82losto(åa) - o(h*)

+ (44.9 - 6.551 osß (h6))l os ß(d)

(2.11)

(2.t2)

(2. 13)

where

. f": 150 - 1500 MHz,

o h¡,:30-200m,

h 1.5 - 10m,rn

o d:I-20Km,

o a(h*) is the correction factor of. h*

The correction factor "(h,") for a medium-small city is

o(h *) : (I.ll osro (/.) - 0 "7)h* - (1.561 osto (/") - 0.8) (2.r4)



2.1. MOBILE RADIO PROPAGATIOIV ENVIRONMENT t7

Elr2l: oz (2.18)

o Long Term Fading

The investigation by Bgii [32] showed that the signal strength variation is log-normaily

distrìbuted over a small area, that is, distance of the order of tens of meters. The

experiments of Okumrra et al. [36] also showed that the received median signal value

varies when the MS moves from place to place. This is caused by terrain contour and

local topography. The experiment of Reudink [38] showed that the standard deviation

of the median signal strength was more strongly affected by the local environment than

by the range from the transmitter [39]. This variation is known as "shadow fading" or

,,slow fading", which is the antiiogarithm of a normal distribution, that is, the long term

signai envelope variation is normally distributed when represented in decibel form.

The studies of slow fading by Reudink [3S] and Black and Reudink [a0] found that if

fast fading was smoothed out by averaging the received signal, then the variation of the

ieceived signal mean empirically is very close to the log-normal distribution function'

The probability density function of the log-normal ranclom variable r is:

Pr'x(t; P,o) : exp {-;(\:-r)'\,
and -oo(¡;(oo

1

"¡tr/2"r',o ) 0

where ¡l is the mean and ø is the standard deviation. The log-normal distribution

function is

(2.1e)

(2.20)Pr¡v(r; þ,o) : t-*" I" 
tr.-r r-i(\+")', o,
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Es olthe electric componerlt Ez is Rayleigh distributed and the phase is rectangularly

distributed through 0 to 2r [41, 37, 44], unless there is also a direct arriving wave of

significant magnitude from the transmitter.

Experimental data [44] showed that if there are significant direct waves at the receiver

from the transmitter, then the envelope is no longer Rayleigh distributed. If the powel

of the signifi,cant direct wave is much greater than that of the combined scattered waves'

then the phase and the envelope are approximately Gaussian distrìbuted. The former is

assumed to be the case for non line-of-sight (NLOS) and the latter is assumed to be the

case for line-of-sight (LOS).

In this thesis, we use the approach of Aranguren and Langseth [a5]. This is based on

a model of Jakes [26] who introduced a simulator which generates a Rayleigh fading

waveform includes multipath propagation. This model has as an assumption that the

number of arriving waves ìs large enough that the Rayleigh distribution is approximately

valid. The three components of the received field follow a complex Gaussian process

and the direct wave is not significant. This Rayleigh fading simulator uses a discrete

approximation to the power spectrum as described in section 4.1 of Appendix A. The

log-normal facling is also derived by delaying the quadrature component of the simulator

output (see section 4.2 of Appendix A). Carter and Turkmani [46] also used this method'

2.3 Received Signal Strength

In this thesis we have studied the radio propagation environment by means of the radio

channel simulator to understand the basic characteristics of the received signal strength

(RSS) which will be used for the handover decision criterion in the handover algorithm

analysis. A reliable channel model is very important for the design of effective handover

algorithms. The technique for measurement of received signal strength is also used for

mobility updates in current mobile systems'

Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of the radio system that we study. The transmitted

signals from the transmitter (Blockl) are modified by path loss, and fast and slow fading

in the channel (Block2). To cope with a wide range of received signals, Iogarithmic



2.4. HANDOVER ALGORITHMS 2l

loss, and compares these with those from other BSs to determine the stronger signal.

Thus from the system operation point of view, the system should know the averaged

RSS between the MS and the current BS and between the MS and neighbouring BSs.

The threshold is set for a minimum level of received signal strength. For a minimum

quality of communication usually it is greater than -130dBm'

The process by which the system analyses the signal strength and allocates a new channel

to the MS is called the "Handover Algorithm". We discuss this in the next section.

2.4 Handover Algorithms

2.4.t Why Handover?

In the cellular mobile radio concept, each cell is given a set of frequency channels and

provides these channels to the MSs to communicate with other fixed subscribers or

other MSs. When the MS crosses a cell boundary into a cell which is controlled by a

neighbouring BS, the MS cannot retain the same frequency channel which was allocated

io it by the current BS, because the received signal strength (RSS) of the MS approaches

the minimum receive threshold level or falls to a value less than that of the neighbouring

BS. Thus the system provides a new channel to the MS to ensure that the conversation

is maintained. These procedures are called handover procedures. They are processed by

the system with the assistance of the MS.

The basic trigger for a handover algorithm based on the received signal strength is:

Rss(¡ú) < Ëss(¡\rk) (2.25)

where l{r is the ID of the current BS and lú¡. is the ID of a neighbouring BS which carries

the strongest RSS to the MS (k + l). It is very difficult to develop a good handover

algorithm which gives a satisfactory performance by providing a very accurate single

handover request per boundary crossing.

In GSM [19], the handover decision process is managed by the Base Station Center

(BSC) or the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) with RSS data measured by the MS using
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always access the BS with the best (strongest) signal, even if the number of handover

requests occurring is quite significant. There is a quite low probabitity that an MS would

connect to a BS with a weak signal which may cause the signal connection to be dropped

or result in a low quality of user service. From a system point of view, the system needs

an accurate and efficient handover algorithm and also a fast handover request processor

which can complete the processing of handover requests before the RSS at the MS and

BS falls below the minimum RSS threshold at which point the user can experience poor

call quality or call drop. Many researchers have been involved in analysing handover al-

gorithms and evaluating their performance. Some have proposed the modified handover

algorithm of equation 2.25 using hysteresis windows to reduce the number of handover

requests per boundary crossing. We look at this algorithm and its performance in the

next section.

2.4.2 Hysteresis .Windows

To reduce the number of handover requests per boundary crossing, the concept of hys-

teresis windows was introduced and analysed in a number of other studies [43, 11, 9]'

The concept is that a handover request is not generated until the difference between the

RSS of a neighbouring BS, and that of the current BS, is greater than the hysteresis win-

dow (HYS) threshold. The major role of hysteresis windows, in the handover algorithm

is to reduce the number of handover requests. In fact as HYS increases, the number of

handover requests per boundary crossing approaches unity'

We investigate here the trade off between HYS and the number of handover requests. The

handover algorithm with hysteresis window, referred to as the ó¿sic handover algorithm

in this thesis, is modified from equation 2.25 to give:

ASs(¡il) + HYS < ÊSs(¡\/À) (2.26)

where l/1 is the ID of the current BS, Nt", k f I, \sthe ID of a neighbouring BS which

carries the strongest RSS to the MS, FIyS is the hysteresis window level in dB. When

HYS is equal to QdB in equation2.26, the result is the same as equation 2.25.
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2.4.3 Signal Average for Discrete Samples

There are several methods which can be used to average the received signal strength.

1. Exponential Sliding Window lll,24, 48,251The signal average is given by:

25

(2.28)

s(k) aS(k-1) +(1 -a)s(k)
n-l

(1 - o) lo,is(k - j) (2.27)
j=o

where o is a constant that determines the rate of signal decay (lol < 1). s(k) is

the output of the algorithm, and s(k) is the current signal sample. The handover

decision is made every signal sample.

2. Rectangular sliding 'window 
19,49,25] The signal average is given by:

s(k)
n-Itj=o

1:
rL

Jks )

where n is the width in signal samples of the window. The handover decision is

made every signal sample.

3. Rectangular (Block) 'Window 
[43, 13, 14]. The signal average of n samples is

shown in figure 2.4, and is given bY:

s(k) (2.2e)

The exponential sliding window can track the signal variations more accurately than can

the rectangular sliding window as Corazza et al.l2llshowed. On the other hand, while the

rectangular sliding window produces a smaller number of unnecessary handover requests,

the first handover occurrence points are delayed further than those for the exponential

sliding windows. From the number of handover requests point of view, the rectangular

sliding window method is more attractive than the exponential sliding window.

*Ë",,*-1)xn+i)
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10

4 12 14 16

Figure 2.5: Average number of handover request per boundary crossing aga,inst HYS for

different averaging window algorithms

more precise but is moving further away from the true boundary as HYS increases'

Therefore the stucly of handover algorithms using the rectangular (block) window is

expected to provide very useful and valuable resuits. In particular this study will be

useful for handover algorithm development and handover performance improvement'

\Me now consider in more detail the length of the sampling time ?" and the averaging

time ?o, of the block window. It is not reasonable to frx these quantities for every kind

of mobile environment or for all speeds and direction of motion of the MS. If 7o, is too

short and the received signal is affected by Rayleigh fading, then the averaged signal will

be fluctuating significantly up to 40dB depth or more [33, 50]. Thus this measured signal

value may not be reliable. In contra st iÎ 7,, is too long then even though the Rayleigh

fading is smoothecl out, the system may pass the point at which the MS needs a new

channel. Thus the MS may experience a poor quality of signal or it may be disconnected.

In our study [14] we compared call quality for both very long and for relatively short

signal averaging intervals (averaging distances about 60)). We showed that the measured

received signal strength is dependent on the length of the signal average interval.
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RSS[dBm]

faded signal variation levels
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MIN-THI
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BS(N,) BS(Nk)
MS moving direction

Legends

BS(N): Base Station Ni for i=l,2,3...
RSS(Nù: Received Signal Strength of BS Nr for i=1.2.3...
MAX TH: Maximum RSS Threshold
MIN TH: Minimum RSS Threshold (-130dBm)

Figure 2.8: Illustration of Enforced and Normal handover algorithms

We now introduce the handover algorithms and show how their performance differs

between the algorithms.

2.4.4 Enforced and Normal (EN) Handover Algorithms

The EN algorithm, which is based on the basic handover algorithm given by equation2'26

and a 'two-handoff-level' algorithm [33], has two advantages. One is that the handover

request occurrence is based on the signal strengths of relative BSs. This is not used

in the 'two-handoff-level' algorithm which uses only absolute power levels. The other

is that the handover reqlest is classified into two types which can be processed with

difierent priorities at the system level, and which are the major advantages of the 'two-

handoff-level' algorithm.

In EN handover algorithms, two absolute levels: M I N -T H ald M AX-T11 (also referred

region B
MIN-TH(-l30dBm)

region CCell Boundary
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for the same k as in equation 2.6, regardless of whether the normal handover request

condition is satisfied or not. Herc MIN-?I/ and MAX-TH are RSS threshold band

limits:

o M I N -TfI is a minimum RSS level: -130dBm is used for acceptable service quality,

o M AX -TfI is a maximum RSS threshold for the enforced handover request

MAX.TH > MIN-TH

The performance of the EN handover algorithm is based on the threshold M AX:f H.

Generally speaking, if the NHR cannot be processed (for example due to processor

overloads), it may not necessarily cause call quality to drop or call conversation to

disconnect. However if an EHR cannot be processed, there will be a higher probability

that the call quality will degrade or the call conversation will disconnect. If M AX -T H 1s

reduced until it approache s M I N -T H, the EHR becomes more important than the NHR

from the call degradation or call disconnection point of view. An enforced handover can

also occur if, due to a high HYS, the RSS of base station l/1 falls within the threshold

band before the normal handover condition occurs. It could also occur if a NHR is

generated but suffers from excessive handover plocessor delay.

The EN handover algorithm, which does not distinguish between the handover request

and the call degradation characteristics, is as foliows:

1. The Normal Handover Request (NHR) condition is

BSS(¡ú) + HYS < ASS(¡úÀ) anrl

,RSS(¡ü),ÊSS(¡\rk) > MIN:f H (2.32)

2. The Enforced Handover Request (trHR) condition is:

ËSS(¡ú) <MIN-TH and nSS(¡/k) >MIN-TH (2'33)

In equation 2.32 the NHR only occurs when the RSS of a neighbouring BS is greater

than or equal to M I N -711. Otherwise if the RSS of the neighbouring BS is less than
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dividually by each BS. Thus after the handover decision at time t2, the soft handoff

algorithm allows the MS to choose one of the links with negligible handover processing

time, while in hard handoff the MS must spend signiflcant time to choose a new radio

link. This difference becomes a major parameter in the hard and soft handoff algorithm

analysis. However from the point of view of system capacity, soft handoff has the dis-

advantage that multiple channels must be provided to each MS, thus reducing capacity

for the system operator. In this thesis we are concerned with the question of handover

algorithms rather than system capacity issues'

As Viterbi [52] has stated, the handover algorithm of Yijayan et al. [11] assumes that

the handover processing time is very short. Most previous handover algorithm analyses

[10, g, 7,,24,43, 16, 141 have also assumed that the handover decision time t¡-¿"" arrd

the handover request process t\met¡oro are equal to zero, that is they are ignored even

for hard handoff. This is not realistic for real mobile environments. If tn-¿"" I t¡u,o is

not negligible, the link quality in the hard handoff algorithms may be affected. Previous

analyses should be reconsidered by including the handover decision and process time

periods. We have shown [12, 13] that the handover request processing time does indeed

affect the system performance. As the handover processing interval increases, the system

performance decreases for a single handover server model under heavy 1oa,d-

We will analyse the hard and soft handoff algorithms with the assumptions that a hard

handoff needs processing time to be considered, while soft handoff has a negligibly small

handover processing time. Handover algorithm comparisons between hard and soft hand-

off should focus on the handover request processing time, as this is an important con-

tributor to the system performance. Thus we investigate this parameter from the call

quality and system performance point of view. These analyses will be done with a model

consisting of one MS and two BSs.

The handover algorithm will be investigated using simulation and analytical models in

the next chapter, for a variety of parameters affecting the call quality and/or system

performance. The analytical model will be developed using a rectangular window for

signal averaging.
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Chapter 3

Statistics of The Handover

Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we argued that handover algorithms are affected by the mobile

radio propagation environment, the mobile system configurations such as the height of

BS and MS antennae, the carrier frequency and parameters of the handover algorithm.

These are studied through the number of handover ïequests in the handover algorithm

performance analysis described earlier.

As well as the number of handover requests, other important characteristics such as call

degradations and their occurrence points and handover area are analysed for the basic

and EN handover algorithms.

In particular, call degradation, in which the current and the strongest neighbouring BS's

RSS both fall below the minimum RSS threshold M I N -T H during call conversation,

is studied in this chapter. Call degradation is an important consideration for handover

algorithm development to achieve more reliable performance analyses of various handover

algorithms whose handover decision criteria is based on the RSS.

In this chapter, we build both an analytical and a simulation model of two different han-

dover algorithms, which include various handover request characteristics with various

ùJ
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tions are introduced for the simulation and analytical model. Simulation results for the

basic and EN handover algorithm are displayed and evaluated with zero fading autocor-

relation in section 3. In the fourth section, a mathematical analysis of both handover

algorithms is derived. In the fifth section we compare the analytical and simulation

results, again for zero autocorrelation. Finally the effects of autocorrelation in the sim-

ulation and analytical models is compared in section 6.

3.2 Simulation Model

To study the basic characteristics of the handover algorithm, we firstly choose a simple

mobile system model consisting of two BSs and one MS. The MS starts travelling in

a straight line from one BS to the other. This sort of model has been used in other

studies because it is simple to implement and it shows well what are the characteristics

of the handover algorithm. In particular we combine this model with a mobile radio

propagation model to make a realistic mobile environment and to achieve a more realistic

behavior of the handover algorithm. However note that we do not consider co-channel

interference in this case. That aspect is considered in the chapter 6 where we model a

number of mobile and base stations.

3.2.1 Radio Channel Model

In this thesis, we consider both uncorrelated and correlated slow fading models. As

we have already mentioned in section 4.1 of Appendix A, the standard rleviation of

simulated log-normal component is derived by delaying the quadrature component of

the Rayleigh fading. The baseband component of the slow fading is given by:

No

x"(t') : le x"(t') :2kÐsin(B") cos(u',t') (3.1)

39

n=l

where k is a constant, ú' is a time delay function managing the auto-correlation property

of slow fading, u'n : ua"cos(ff), u)ds : f is the slow fading rate, u* \s the fast fading

rate and B is a constant which can be as large as 400 [56].



Rrr(jd") : E{r;n¿¡¡a"}
çz ^id"/ D: o"bD (3.2)

where ó"2 is the variance of the slow fading, D is the mean distance at which correlation

rate decays to e¿r, d" is the sampling distance and j is number of samples i :1r2, ""

This has been expressed in another way by vijayan et al. |Il as follows:

3,2. SIMULATION MODEL

[9, 7, 11 ,24,58] of handover issues made use of this model

The exponentional autocorrelation function is given by:

R,"(jd") : E{r¿r¿¡¡a"}
;d": 6?e-aa

,De-Ã..o-eD a¡d d,ecs--, /s wveu 
ln(e p)

47

(3 3)

where decs determines how fast the correlation decays with distance. The relation be-

tween deco and D is given bY:

(3.4)

The signal sampling distance d" is an important parameter which affects the amount

of correlation between samples. Its proper determination, however, is difficult as the

parameters decs and D change with different mobile radio environments'

The four parameter s; d,ecs and D for the correlation model and d" arrd dou for the signal

sampling and averaging model, are considered in detail to investigate the performance

of the handover algorithm in the correlation model. The results of the handover perfor-

mance analysis for the model is compared with those for uncorrelated model'
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of Cell LaYout

3.2.4 Overlapping Conditions (OV)

One of the important parameters in mobile systems is the transmitting power at the

BS and the MS. The transmitting power levels are determined by adding the mean

path loss tro measured at the cell boundary, to the minimum received signal strength

(MIN-TH):-130dBm. Therefore as the cell radius is varied the transmitting power

also varies.

For example, to achieve a 25% overlap in a 2km cell radius, the transmit power is set

by adding the L, measured at a point 2.5km away from the BS to the minimum RSS of

-130d8m. This is given bY:

PI:Lp+MIN-TH, (3.5)

where Lp : Kt ! K2logn(2.5) and MIN-TH : -I3\dBm

As the transmitting power increases, the overlapping area between two cells in which the

RSS is adequate for reception by either BS, increases. However this results in increased
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neighbouring BS can provide better quality of service than the current BS. One of

main reasons causing this condition is that the handover algorithm decision based

on the RSS criterion may not predict the best BS for future communication in

a randomly fluctuating radio signal environment. In other words, the signal fade

makes the RSS based handover decision difficult. However we assume that the

sudden call degradation rate would be small in an effective handover algorithm.

The handover aigorithm is analysed in terms of these two call degradation conditions,

by determining their occurtence points.

3.3 Results of Simulation StudY

In this section, the results of the simulation model are compared for various HYS levels,

overlapping conditions, and speed of MS. Two handover algorithms are investigated.

The first one is the basic handover algorithm which has been used in analyses by other

researchers. A major difference in this thesis is that we investigate the two call degra-

dation conditions and their occurrence points with various overlapping conditions. The

second algorithm is the enforced and normai (trN) handover algorithm having RSS level

isolation between the handover request condition and the call degradation condition.

For simplicity of the EN handover algorithm analysis, we use a value of -124dBm for the

upper RSS threshold M AX -T H .

The average number of handover requests, sudden and no-signal call degradations' mean

handover area (the region between the first handover request and the last handover

request) and the mean of the sudden and no-signal call degradation occurrence points

are measured as handover request characteristics.

To determine the simulation accuracy, we will assume that the distribution of measure-

ments X of ¡t is approximately Gaussian distributed and independent. This allows us to

establish confidence intervals for the estimates of the mean p when the simulation time

n is sufficiently large. The confidence interval *zo¡2 is given by:

P(-t./r<Z <zolz):I-a (3.e)
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Figure 3.5: Average Number of Normal and Enforced HO Requests of EN Algorithm

with 50% overlap, MAX-TH:-124dBn

handover algorithm follows the basic handover request characteristics, that is, as HYS

increases the mean number of handover requests decreases. Therefore the handover

request characteristics of the trN handover algorithm with shown in figure 3.6) appear

very similar to those of the basic handover algorithm with shown in figure 3'2) for 100%

ov.

The basic hanclover algorithm analysis however does not tell us anything about call

degradation. Even if the mobile system were well designed, in a randomly fluctuating

radio propagation environment we cannot say if the probability of the MS experiencing

the RSS of its current BS falling below M I N -T H, is small. Thus we need to use two

call degradation conditions, measured independently of the handover request conditions

in the basic and the EN handover algorithms. We can gain a clearer understanding of

the handover algorithm analysis by combining the number of call degradations with the

number of handover requests.
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3.3.2 Average Number of Call Degradations

We consider further the two types of call degradations classified earlier. In our simulation

runs, the call degradations are counted and summed every signal averaging interval, and

averaged over all simulation runs. Thus we represent the call degradation with a single

mean value, even if we consider it as a parameter measuring the call quality in RSS

based handover algorithms. The mean number of total call degradations is the sum of

the mean number of the no-signal and the sudden call degradation.
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Figure 3.8: Total call Degradation of Basic Algorithm with ö0% overlap

o Basic Handover Algorithm

In figure 3.8, the total call degradation is shown for an overlapping condition of 50%

and for MS speeds between l8kmph and 108kmph. The mean number of total call

degradations increases for HYS levels from 6dB and above, while it decreases for HYS

levels between Odb to 6dB. This characteristic remains the same for different speeds'

This means that high HYS provides rather poor call quality to users compared to low

HYS. For example, the mean number of total call degradations at 15dB HYS is about

four times greater than at OdB HYS, or about eight times greater than at 6dB HYS.

Thus the call drop probability will be very high in particular when HYS is high, if call
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see that sudden call d,egradation is affected by variations of HYS and the MS speed, but

no-signal degradation is affected by the MS speeds only'
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3.3.3 Handover Area (Point)

We now turn our interest to the actual occurrence points of the handover request and

the call degradation to investigate the amount of delay of these points from the cell

boundary. It is known that hìgh HYS reduces the average number of handover requests

per boundary crossing to unity in the basic handover algorithm. When the signalling

traffic load is heavy, high HYS in handover algorithms is a better solution because only

a small number of handover requests occur. However we need to extend investigations

of other characteristics which are important for call quality. One of these is handouer

area. This is the region between the first and last handover request at a cell boundary

crossing. We shall use this term even if only one handover request occurs.

As HYS increases, the handover area is delayed from the cell boundary [11, 13]. There

is therefore a trade-off between the number of handover requests and the handover area

--+-----:E------- ---- - -- ---- +- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - + - ----------------+

18kmph '-èr72kmPh rr-+
1O8kmph re-+
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of call degradations. An unnecessarily high HYS on the other hand results in a small

number of handover requests which are delayed excessively from the boundary with the

destination BS, resulting in a large number of call degradations.
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Figure 3.12: Handover Area (Point) of Basic Algorithm with 50% overlap, call boundary

at 2km

o Enforced and Normal (EN) Algorithm

This algorithm provides significantly different results in terms of handover area as shown

in flgure 3.13, compared to that of the basic handover algorithm. The handovel area

is not significantly deiayed and is wide over the whole range of HYS levels. Figure 3.5,

curves 4,5 and 6, and figure 3.7, curves 3 and 4, show that the mean number of enforced

handover requests does not change much as HYS increases. The handover point of

the enforced handover request also does not change significantly as HYS increases as

shown in figure 3.13. The EN handover algorithm has the feature that multiple enforced

handover requests occur relatively close to the cell boundary with a small amount of call

degradation at high HYS, while the basic handover algorithm generates one handover

request quite far from the cell boundary but with a large number of call degradations.

The handover requests occur within the overlapped area for the EN algorithm, while for

the basic handover algorithm they generally occur outside the overlapped area. Since
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the MS continuing to communicate with the original BS even as it moves further into

the cell covered by the second BS. Thus the probability that the signal level of the

current BS falls below M I N:I H will increase. The delay of the sudden call degradation

point follows that of the handover area. As the MS speed increases from 18kmph to

lg8kmph, the handover area is delayed further from the cell boundary, and the sudden

call degradation point is delayed by about I0To or the cell radius at 15dB HYS.

On the other hand, the mean point of no-signal call degradation has a signifi.cantly

different behavior from that of the sudden call degradation. In flgure 3.15, it can be seen

that the no-signal call degradation point occurs near the cell boundary over the whole

range of HYS levels, and for various MS speeds'

It can be seen in frgures 3.12 and 3.14 that the sudden call degradation points located

wìthin the handover area are affected by the overall HYS, while the nosignal call degra-

dation points (figure 3.1b) seem to be unaffected by HYS. To understand the reason for

this we note that the no-signal call degradation condition (equation 3.7) contains refer-

ence to absolute power measurements of the current and the destination BS, but not to

HyS. However the condition of sudden call degradation uses the relative measurement of

the received signal strength of the BSs. This is dependent on HYS as shown in figure 3.14

and so causes the handover charactelistics to vary with HYS. The mean number of sud-

den or no-signal call degradations show similar dependence or independence on HYS as

do their respective occurrence points'

o Enforced and Normal (EN) Handover Algorithm

The call degradation point for this algorithm has similar behavior to that of the basic

handover algorithm. The behavior of the total call degradation point is the same as

that of the sudden call degradation point because the latter dominates the total call

degradation. The behavior of the total call degradation point as a function of HYS is

similar to that of the handover area, as we have already seen for the basic handover

algorithm. In contrast to the basic handover algorithm however (figure 3.14), under 50%

overlapping conditions the total call degradation point for the EN handover algorithm

does not change signifrcantly with HYS level (see figure 3'16)'

The sudden and no-signai call degradation conditions in the EN handover algorithm
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shows similar characteristics of the call degradation point as does the basic handover

algorithm. Unlike the sudden call degradation condition (equation 3.8) in the basic

handover algorithm, the sudden call degradation condition in the EN algorithm is not

affected by HYS, as the basic handover algorithm condition uses relative measurements

(equation 2.26) while the trN handover condition (equations 2.30 and 2.31) uses a mixture

of relative and absolute measurements. The sudden call degradation condition is not

affected by HYS in the latter case, as shown in figures 3.16 and 3.17.
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3.3.5 Conclusions

In section 3.2 we investigated two different handover algorithms, the basic and the EN

handover algorithm, for the case where the autocorrelation of low fading is negligibly

small. Those handover algorithms were studied using measures such as the number of

handover requests, the number of call degradations, handover area and the occurrence

point of call degradations. We considered only certain important system parameters

such as HYS, MS speed and overlapping conditions.
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that is, a large number of call degradations per cell boundary crossing' Therefore call

degradation plays a very useful role in the basic handover algorithm analysis.

In the EN handover algorithm analysis the enforced handover request condition generates

handover requests independently of HYS as shown in figure 3.7. This handover algorithm

provides a small number of call degradations at high HYS compared to the basic handover

algorithm. The number of handover requests (most of them are enforced handover

requests) is about 8 times greater than that of the basic handover aigorithm. This EN

handover algorithm also result in smaller delay of the handover area and the sudden cali

degradation points than the basic handover algorithm'

The trade-off between the number of handover requests and the number of sudden call

degradations, the mean handover area delay or the sudden call degradation point delay

was obtained by comparison between different handover algorithms. In this study we

found that the mean number of no-signal call degradations and its occurrence point

near the cell boundary were not affected by any handover algorithm, because of the

independence of the no-signal call degradation condition (equations 2.30) on MS speed

and HYS.

3.4 Analytical Model

In our analytical study of handover algorithms, we use the same cell layout model and

mobile system model as that of the simulation study. Before creating an analytical model

of the handover algorithm, we review the mobile system model shown in figure 2'I in

Chapter 1. The transmitting signal, affected by slow and fast fading, is received every

sampling intervai and averaged after passing through the logarithmic circuit (transform-

ing the log-normal distribution function to a Gaussian distribution function). Then the

averaged signal is analysed at the system to provide a handover decision.

We begin by explaining the mathematical basis for the sampled and the averaged signal.

Following that, a two state Markov model for the basic handover algorithm is developed

using the signal difference function, and the mathematical approach for determining the

number of handover requests per boundary crossing is derived. This is very similar to
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To,n: T

63

(3.12)

(3.13)

where Tou is the signal averaging interval and ?" is the signal sampling interval. Because

we use the n sample rectangular window signal averaging technique as described in

section 2.3, the average over a block k is given by:

llrx
1

n

n

i=l
D'(¿o)

where þ,o \s the measured averageg of n samples, i represents each signal sample within

the signal average block k, i:1,213,...,n and n is the total number of samples shown

in equation 3.t2.

The measured average of the signal average þrx is assumed to be an n-dimensional

stationary gaussian random variable whose mean models path loss and whose variance

models slow fading. Thus the second order joint moment of the n-dimensional random

variabies í¿fr needs to be considered in the signal averaging process) in other words in the

handover algorithm analysis.

To examine the performance variation of handover algorithms based on this second or-

der joint moment, we derive the analytical handover algorithm model with and without

considering autocorreiation among the n-dimensional random variables. Firstly we con-

sider uncorrelated gaussian random variables r¡ for a special case where the random

variables are statistically independent [60]. Secondly we consider autocorrelation of the

n-dimensional random variables.

o lJncorrelated Stationary Gaussian Random Variables

According to the central limit theorem the weighted sum of n random variables (our

sampled signals) with a weight {ø¿} is also a Gaussian random variable ø¡ with mean

¡-lø¡ and variance øl* given bY:

lf,,r:ÐooPn
rL

and

i=l
(3.14)
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(r-2P+ZP"+t -nP') (3.20)

(r-2p+2p"+t -rp') (3 . 1e)

where p is the correlation coefficient lpl < 1 and n is the number of signal samples given

by equation 3.12.

When P:0, equation 3.19 reduces to equation 3'17'

If for all i, ¡t ¿ and, oi aÍe equal to ¡.1 and â respectively, then the mean and the standard

deviation of the averaged signal for the uncorrelated multi random variables ixk are given

by'

þr*: þ and

The mean and the standard deviation given in equation 3.20 are used for the analytical

model of the handover algorithm. The weighted received signal for two particular BSs,

namely BS-A and BS-8, maY be written:

FN(pt,o¿) (3.21)

and

Fx(pn, oe) (3.22)

where ¡;,a is the mean of the averaged signal for BS-A, pa is the mean of the averaged

signal for BS-8, oa is the standard deviation of the averaged signal for BS-A and o6 is

the standard deviation of the averaged signal for BS-8.
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that, however, unequal BS transmit power between BSs will be studied in Chapter 4)'

Therefore the signal difierence in equation3.24 is simplified by extracting Pf(d.a) and

Pr" (d") as follows:

x(d) : ç-r!@a) + FA6- A)) - (-Li @,n + FB @"¡¡ (3.25)

by manipulating, the signal difference we get

x(d): ?rî@o) + Ll@B)) + @A@ - A) - FB@B)) (3.26)

Now the received signal of BS-A or BS-B has a mean F¡ or p'B and a variance oA or

6,.6 respectively. Thus the signal difference random variable X has as mean value the

difference of two means ¡,r,¡ arrd p,B and as variance the sum of the squares of two variances

o¡ arrd oB as follows [61]:

llx: I.IA- l-IB (3.27)

and

o2x: o\+ "'" (3.28)

We now consider the basic handover algorithm in terms of the signal difference function.

The handover condition in the basic handover algorithm is:

fi.9s(rn) +HYS < fi.9S(n) (3.29)

where rn and n are BS identifiers, m I n, and rr¿ is the current BS. ¡IyS is the hysteresis

window in dB.

In terms of the signal difference function the handover condition is as follows:

1. A handover from BS-A to BS-B will occur in any interval if:

(1,(A)-1,(B))-(F(A)-F(B))>HYS (3.30)
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where p"tÁk) given in equation 3.30 is the probability that the MS changes its current

BS from BS-A to BS-B at the beginning of interval k, and Potn(k) given in equation 3.31

is the probability that the MS changes its current BS from BS-B to BS-A at the beginning

of interval k.

3.4.3 Calculation of Performance of the Handover Algorithm

using the signal coverage Determination Function

The model for the handover conditions of equations 3.30 and 3.31 are based on the

signal difierence function which is Gaussian distributed with a mean p,x an<\a standard

deviation ox. To calculate the functions P6¡¡ and P¡¡B we use the signal coverage

determination function [26]. This is the probability that the received signal strength

exceeds the received signal strength threshold r¡ at a distance d between the MS and

the BS:

P""(d,) : Plr ) rs] : t: p(r) dr (3.34)

wherep(r) is the Gaussian density function with mean þx and variance ø|

,\ r (("-p")i.l 
(3.8b)p\r) : ;;6""p \-- z"k )

The mean and the variance of p(r) is defined in equations 3.27 and 3.28. The mean

ltx is the path loss difference between BS-A and BS-B, and is obtained by substituting

equation 2.1 into equation 3'27 as folìows:

ltx llA - PB

(K'(A) + Kr(A)los(d¿)) - (K'(B) + I{2(B)log(ds)) (3'36)

where d¿ is the distance between the MS and BS-A in km, dr is the distance between

the MS and BS-B in km. Kt(A) and 1{1(B) are given in equation 2.10 while and K2(A)

and K2(B) are given in equation 2.I2-
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1. The MS is connected to BS-A at the beginning of the k-Ith interval and the signal

difference random variabie X exceeds HY S at the beginning of the kth interval

(equation 3.30), or

2. The MS is connected to BS-B at the beginning of the k -Ith interval and X falls

below -HYS at the beginning of the kth interval (equation 3.31).

Therefore the probability that a handover occurs at the beginning of the kf å, interval is

simply obtained from the two state handover model of figure 3.18 as follows:

Pd(k - t) PB /A(k) + PB(k - L)Pq B(k)Pn"(k) :
Pn,(o) : 0 (3.41)

The average number of handover requests during the MS travelling time from BS-A to

BS-B is given by:

N
Eho : Ð Pn.(k) (3.42)

lc=l

where l¡l is the total number of signal average intervals. A lower bound for E¿o is

obtained in Appendix D'

g.4.5 Analytical Model of the Enforced and Normal (EN) Han-

dover Algorithm

Now we derive an analytical model for the EN handover algorithm. The normal and the

enforced handover request conditions are reviewed again as follows.

1. The Normal Handover request (NHR) condition:

RS S(m) + HY S < 8.9.9(n) and RSS(rn), BS.9(n) > M AX -T H (3'43)

2. The Enforced Handover request (EHR) condition:

MIN-TH 3 RSS(m) < MAX-TH and t?S.9(n) > MAX-TH (3'44)
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In the EN handover algorithm, there are two ways for a handover to occur at the begin-

ning of interval k as follows:

1. The MS is connected to BS-A at the beginning of the lî-lth interval and experi-

ences either a normal or enforced handover condition for BS-4, or

2. The MS is connected BS-B at the beginning of the k - Ith interval and experiences

either a normal or enforced handover condition for BS-B'

We have noted that the normai and the enforced handover conditions are mutually ex-

clusive. Consider the conditional probability P¿¡6 where A and B are related events, and

suppose that A can be decomposed into two independent events l{ and B representing

the normal and enforced handover conditions, that is, A : N U E and l{ ll E : O' The

conditional probability can be computed as:

P(AIB)
PI(NU,E)NBI

P(¡ú u ElB) : L, J

P(B)
P(¡\/ n B)

P(B)

therefore we can write:

P(¡\rlB) + P(EIB)

PI,to(k) + PEu,to@)

P#,tr(k) + PE".B&)

(3.46)

(3.47)

Plø@)

Plt"(k)

We now derive the normal and enforced handover condition based on the conditions given

in equations 3.43 and 3.44 as follows. The normal handover request condition (NHR)

consists of:

L. RSS(m)+ UVS < Æ.9S(n), that is, the RSS of the current BS plus HYS is less

than the RSS of the neighbouring BS,
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We also can derive the probability that the MS is connected to BS-4, Pî,(k), or BS-8,

Pl&), at the beginning of interval k by substituting equation 3.50 into equation 3.45.

Therefore the probability that any handover (normal plus enforced) occurs at the begin-

ning of interval k is:

p,n (k) : pî(k - lxl - Plø(k)) + pï(t* - t)PÏtB@) (3.51)

By substituting equation 3.50 into equation 3.51, we get:

p,n,(k) : Pl@ - L)((Pu to(k)P"b(k)P",(k)) + (P"b(k)P""'(k)))

+ Pl(k - r)((Pot"(k)P""(k)P"¡(k)) + (P""(k)P"b'(k))) (3.52)

Thus the average number of handover requests (normal plus enforced handover requests)

per boundary crossing is given bY:

Etho: î,p,n,(k) (8.53)
k=l

We obtain a lower bound of the equation 3.53 in Appendix D.

We obtain expressions for the probabilities in the above equations by using the signal

coverage determination function of section 3.4.3. The condition for Puo and P"¡ is ob-

tained from equations 3.34 and 3.35 with a mean value PA : (Kt(A) + Kr(A)log(d¿))

and a variance o4 for Puo, and with a mean value þIB : (Kt(B) + K2(B) log(dp)) and

a variance os for P,¡. The probability that the received signal from BS-A exceeds the

signal threshold M AX -T H at the beginning or Hh interval is given by:

P""(k) Pv¡xtn(k)
1.-EXD

:rH o¿t/2r
dx (3.54)

where d¿ is the distance between the MS and BS-A in km. Following the same procedure,

the probability that the RSS of BS-B is greater than the minimum signal threshold at

the beginning of the lcth interval is given by:
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We obtain a lower bound for equation 3.59 in Appendix D.

r Enforced Handover Request

Following similar proced.ures to the above, we derive the probability that an enforced

handover occurs at the beginning of interval k as follows:

p.n,(k) : pl(k - 1)(P",(k)P""'(k)) + Pl@ - 1)(P""(k)P"a'(k)) (3.60)

where P.,o1 and P,61 are obtained by using equations 3.56 and 3.57.

Substituting equations 3.54, 3.55, 3.45 and 3.47 into equation 3.60, gives the average

number of enforced handover requests during the MS trip:

E"h, : Ð P"rr(k)
N

À:1
(3.61)

A lower bound of the equation 3.61 is derived in Appendix D'

3.4.6 Modelling of the Call Degradation Condition

As we found from the previous simulation study, the call degradation condition is very

important because the received signal falling below M I N -T H may lower the call quality

or cause a call disconnection. We derive an analytical model of the call degradation in

this section. The two call degradation conditions are modelled as follows:

1. No-Signal call degradation condition (NDtrG)

RSS(m)<MIN-TH and ËSS(n) <MIN-TH (3.62)

2. Sudden call degradation condition (SDEG) in which the received signal from the

current BS is less than M I N JI H bú that of any neighbouring BS is greater than

MIN-TH:

rRSS(rn) <MIN-TH and ^R.9S(n) >MIN-TH (3.63)
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E rd."s Ð P"o"n(k)
N

À=1
N

(3.67)

(3.72)

Eü.s D(P^o"n(k) + P,a*(k)) (3.68)

o EN handover algorithm

We can derive the probabilities for both types of call degradation by using the two state

model for the EN handover algorithm of figure 3.19. As we have already developed

similar expressions for the basic handover algorithm in equations 3'64 and 3.65, we can

make a simple adaptation for the EN handover algorithm by replacing PÁk) and Pr(k)

with pf,(k) and Pï(k) respectively. Thus the probability that the MS experiences a

no-signal call degradation at the beginning of the interval k is given by:

pnd.est (k) : pl@)o - P",(k)xr - P"b(k)) + rf,1r¡1t - P"¡(k))(l - P""(k)) (3.6e)

where Pl(k) and Pf,(k) represent the probability that BS-A and BS-B respectiveiy are

connected to the MS in the trN handover algorithm, Puo is the probabiiity that the RSS

of the current BS, BS-4, is greater T,han MINJIH (see equation 3.54) and P,6 is the

probability that the RSS of BS-B is greater thar- MIN-Tfi (see equation 3'55)'

By following the same procedures, we can also derive the probability that the MS expe-

riences a sudden call degradation at the beginning of interval k. This is given by:

psdest (k) : PT(k)(t - P,"(k))P,,(k) + PI&)G - P"h(k))P""(k) (3.70)

The average number of no-signal call degradations, sudden call degradations and total

call degradations during the MS trip is:

N
End.esl D P*o.nt(k) (3.71)

k=l

E 
"d."sl Ð P"o"nt(k)

lc=l
N

k--t
N

l(P,a"nt(k) + P"¿*r(k))
&=1

Etdest (3.73)
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3.5 Comparison of Analytical and Simulation Re-

sults

Using the same system parameters as those of the simulation study, we obtain the results

for the analytical model for the basic handover algorithm and the Enforced and Normal

(EN) handover algorithm for various HYS levels and MS speeds. We mainly consider the

mean number of handover requests for the basic handover algorithm, the mean number

of normal and the enforced handover requests for the EN handover algorithm, and the

mean number of no-signal and sudden cali degradations for both handover algorithms.

As we have already indicated in section 3.1, we now evaluate the analytical model by

comparing with the simulation model in which the slow fading autocorrelation is as-

sumed to be negligible. The effects of autocorrelation are considered in the following

section. While autocorrelation is considered to be a very important parameter for han-

dover performance studies, we begin with the simple uncorrelated models to obtain initial

verifications of our analytical results.

3.5.1- The Average number of Handover Requests

The analytical study shows that as HYS increases the mean number of handover requests

decreases in the basic and trN handover algorithm while the mean number of enforced

handover requests in the EN handover algorithm increases. This was demonstrated also

by the simulation model.

o Basic Handover Algorithm

Figure 3.20 shows the analytical and simulation results for the mean number of handover

requests for the basic handover algorithm. Both models show very similar results at high

HYS (above about 6dB), but are very different for lower values of HYS. To clarify the

reasons for these differences, we examine the radio propagation models used in the an-

alytical and simulation models. In simulation a very long time delay ú/ (equation 3.1)

is usually used to approximate uncorrelated slow fading. The resulting autocorrelation

coefficient is about 10-t, which is not negligiblefor very low HYS. Substitution of this

value into analytical results which include the effect of autocorrelation, shows that au-
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3.6 Effects of Autocorrelation in slow Fading

It has been found that autocorrelation in slow fading has an important effect on the

performance of the handover algorithm 17, 24, lt]. We investigate here the difference

in performance of the handover algorithm as a result of this autocorrelation' We use

the exponential autocorrelation model [a9] (see equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4) mentioned in

section 3.2.2 consisting of two important parameters:

I. decs representing how fast correlation decays with distance;

2. the mean distance D over which correlation rate decays

Two parameters in the handover algorithm are considered to be mainly related to the

autocorrelation:

1. The signal sampling distance d" (7" in time domain);

2. The signal averaging distance d", (7",).

Ther-e are four scenarios which we can use to investigate the performance of the handover

algorithm in terms of the four parameters mentioned above.

1. short signal sampling and a short signal averaging: decs > d" and D ) dou'

2. short signal sampling and an long signal averaging: decs ) d" and D 1do,.

3. Iong signal sampling and an short signal averaging : decs( d" and D ) dou.

4. long signal sampling and a long signal averaging: decs I d" and D ldo,.

Note that we assume €o : 0.1 where D is the mean autocorrelation decay distance.

These discriminations allow us to investigate the autocorrelation effects from the radio

propagation viewpoint, and the signal sampling and averaging methods from the signal

detection viewpoint.

Based on the previous studies on the autocorrelation coefficient of Gudmundsen [9, 49],

the correlation decay rate (decs) and the mean autocorrelation decay distance (D) are
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opportunity for handover requests to occur becomes large

Figure 3.29 compares the mean number of handover requests for scenarios 1 and 2 (see

table 3.3). As the normalised autocorrelation rate increases from scenario 2 (graphs 3 and

4) to scenario 1 (graphs I and 2), the difference between the results from the analytical

model and those of the simulation model increases. This is because the signal sampling

distance (d") is less than the correlation decay rate (decs) and/or the signal averaging

distance (d",) is less than the mean autocorrelation decay distance (D) in scenario 1. In

general if the autocorrelation coefficient becomes large, the accuracy of our analytical

model compared with the simulation model will be reduced.
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3.6.2 Average Number of Call Degradations

Because of correlation effects, the mean number of total call degradations increases quite

significantly over the whole range of HYS as shown in figure 3.30. The simulation and the

analytical models do not compare well but both models show similar behavior against

HYS. As we have mentioned in subsection 3.6.1, figure 3.31 shows that the mean number

of call degradations increases and the accuracy of the analytical results decreases as the
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(b) The handover area delays as HYS increases (simulation model only).

(c) The sudden call degradation point delays as HYS increases (simulation model

only).

(d) Based on the above conclusions, the choice of the HYS level to use in the han-

dover algorithm should be made on the basis of the number of call degrada-

tions, the number of handover requests and their occurrence point rather than

just the number of handover requests which is the normal case [20, 10, 43].

(e) The no-signal call degradation point occurs at the cell boundary (simulation

model only)

(f) The mean number of no-signal call degradations is not dependent on HYS'

(g) The sudden call degradation is dependent on HYS.

2. In the EN handover algorithm analysis the handover request characteristic deter-

mined from the analytical and simulation models is as follows:

(a) As HYS increases the number of normal handover requests decreases but

other characteristics such as the number of enforced handover requests and

the number of no-signal and sudden call degradations are not strongly related

to HYS.

(b) Based on 1(a) and 2(a), we understand that different handover algorithms can

generate totally different results: at medium and high HYS the EN handover

algorithm provides a smaller number of call degradations but a larger number

of handover requests than the basic handover algorithm, while at low HYS the

EM handover algorithm generates a larger number of call degradations and a

smaller number of handover requests than the basic handover algorithm.

(c) Based on the above conclusion, the mean number of no-signal call degrada-

tions does not change with HYS.

3. In comparisons between the simulation and analytical models with autocorrelated

slow fading, our conclusions are as follows:
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When u/e compare the results of the analytical model to that of the simulation model,

we see greater accuracy for results in which relative RSS measurements appear (such as

handover request condition), compared to those in which absolute measurements occur

(such as the call degradation condition and the no-signal call degradation condition).

When the handover algorithm is analysed based on the handover characteristics which

we have investigated, more accurate and efficient analyses can be achieved. Moreover

these analyses will further understanding of the handover algorithm and therefore assist

in developing a more efficient handover algorithm.

The handover analysis model of Vijayan et al. is produced by including the autocorrela-

tion of the log-normal fading. They use an exponential sliding window with very short

signal averaging distance. However the performance of their model does not agree well

with their simulation results when HYS is low to medium. This is because the normalized

autocorrelation coefficient of fading is relatively large, with the autocorrelation iength

being larger than the signal sampling interval. Further investigation is required in regard

to the handover algorithm model development when autocorrelation of log-normal fading

is signifrcant.



Chapter 4

Apptication of Handover Algorithm

4.! Introduction

The analytical and the simulation studies for'the basic handover algorithm and the

Bnforced and Normal (EN) handover algorithm have been discussed in Chapter 3 under

the condition that the transmit powers from both base stations were equai. In this

chapter, we consider unequal transmit powers between BSs in both the simulation and

analytical models of the basic handover algorithms. To enable us to study the handover

algorithms under worst case conditions, we introduce a new scenario in which the MS

moves along the cell boundary, maintaining an equal distance from both BSs at all

times. This worst case study will be done using both equal and unequal BS transmit

power conditions. From these studies we can obtain further insights into the handover

algorithm performance beyond those obtained from the studies reported in Chapter 3'

we shall only consider the basic handover algorithm in this chapter.

A handover algorithm analysis for investigating the number of handover requests versus

the signal averaging intervai is also examined to show that longer signal averaging inter-

vals can reduce the average number of handover requests [a3]. We measure the number

of call degradations per boundary crossing versus the signal averaging interval in order

to study how the latter affects call degradation. We then introduce a new parameter

which combines the normalised auerage fade duration (AFD) [62, 33] with the probabil-

ity that the MS is connected to the BS during a signal averaging interval. We call this

97
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condition is chosen for the equal BS transmit power model. We assume in this chapter

that the uplink power (transmission from the MS to the BS) is equal to that of the

downlink power (transmission from the BS to the MS).

We shall use the same analytical handover algorithm model developed in Chapter 3 for

evaluating the simulation results of the unequal BS transmit power model.

4.2.L Simulation Model

The unequal BS transmit power model is illustrated in diagrams (a) and (c) of figure 4.1.

In that figure, the ideal cell boundary, that is, 2km distance from the BS, is shown with

a plain line. The real cell boundary of the region covered by the BS transmit power is

shown with a dotted line. When both BSs have equal transmit power, we assume that

the overlapping area is equally divided between BSs shown in diagram (b) of figure 4'1.

As the transmit power of BS-A increases and becomes greater than the power of BS-B

(diagram (a) of figure 4.1), the cell coverage of BS-A expands towards BS-8. In the same

way, as the transmit power of BS-B increases and becomes greater than that of BS-4,

the cell coverage of BS-B expands toward BS-A as shown in diagram (c) of figure 4.1.

To analyse the autocorrelation effects in the equal and the unequal BS transmit power

models we use a correlation coefficient of 0.6 in the slow fading model.

We now consider the cell layout, the transmit power initialisation (overlapping condi-

tions), the call degradation conditions and the basic handover algorithm conditions.

o Cell Layout

Our model consists of two BSs having 2km radius, and one MS which travels from BS-A

to BS-B with a constant speed of 72kmph. The signal averaging interval is chosen to

be 2 seconds. Thus the signal averaging distance is 120À where ) is the wavelength'

There is no call blocking and the call holding time is equal to the MS travelling time.

Power control is not considered. Note that the mean power consumption can vary in the

unequal BS transmit power model, because of the unequal transmit power between BSs.
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Table 4.1: BS transmit power based on overlapping condition

ris2 ar'd MIN-?I/ is -10

is shown in table 4.1 in dBm.

We will use two unequal transmit power models:

l. 50% overlap for the source BS and 100% overlap for the destination BS;

2. 100% overlap for the source BS and 50% overlap for the destination BS.

The equal transmit power model, that is, 75% overlap for the source BS and 75% overlap

for the destinatìon BS, is also used.

o Call Degradation Conditions

The two types of call degradation conditions used in chapter 3 are:

1. No-Signal call degradation condition:

r?SS(allBSs) I MIN:TH (4'2)

This states that the MS cannot be served properly by any BS because the RSS

of all BS's is less than M I N -T H. We assume that this condition can only be

improved by increasing the transmit power level of the BSs or redesigning the cell

layout to provide the necessary power to users.

2. Sudden call degradation condition:

,?ss(current BS) < MIN:TH and fis,s(neighbour BS) > MIN-TH (4.3)

This is an interesting condition from the handover algorithm point of view, because

the MS experiences poor quality of call conversation, even if the best neighbour

[dBm](v) [watts]overlapping condition [%]

43.31210.25 2r.4425

0.5 41.63 46.t93750

72.93 48.61910.7575

118.5430 50.73881.0100
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connected to the weaker source BS over a greater portion of the travel. However if the

source BS has a stronger transmit power than the destination BS (for the case of curve

2 in figure 4.3), then for higher HYS, the MS will remain connected for a longer time

with the stronger BS.

o Average Number of Total Call Degradations

In contrast to the mean number of handover requests, the mean number of call degrada-

tions shown in frgure 4.4 is different for the three BS transmit power models. From 0 to

6dB HYS, there is little difference between them. However as HYS increases above 6dB,

the difference among the three BS transmit power models is significant. The unequal BS

transmit power model with 50% overlap for BS-A and 100% overlap for BS-B, has the

worst call degradation (curve 1 in figure 4.4) over the whole range of HYS. The model

with 100% overlap for BS-A and 50% overlap for BS-B has the best call degradation

(curve 2 in figure 4.4).

Recall that the mean number of call degradations can be improved by increasing the BS

transmit power. This explains the results of figure 4.3. The stronger the BS transmit

power, the lower the call degradation. From this point of view, the model with 100%

overlap for BS-A and 50% overlap for BS-B provides the strongest power to the MS

over the trip and therefore maintains the lowest number of call degradations out of three

models, as shown in figure 4.4. On the other hand, the model with 50% overlap for BS-

A and t00% overlap for BS-B exhibits a sharp increase with HYS in the mean number

of call degradations compared to other models, because the mean power provided to

the MS is less. All models generate the same number of call degradations at low and

medium HYS. This is consistent with the observation that the mean power consumption

is maintained at a similar level for all models.

The following subsection provides more insight into this observation'

o Handover Area (Point)

When the transmit power of the source BS is greater than that of the destination BS

(curve 1 of figure 4.5), the handover area shifts further towards the destination BS

compared to the equal BS power model (curve 3 of figure 4.5). However when the

destination BS transmit power is greater than that of the source BS (curve 2 of figure 4.5),
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In figure 4.8 when the correlation (curves 1 and 2) is high, the mean number of call

degradations (curves 1 and 2) is much larger than that of the uncorrelation model (curves

3 and 4).

In the comparisons shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8, we see that when the signal averag-

ing interval is of fixed length in the handover algorithm, the role of HYS becomes very

attractive to minimise the mean number of handover requests. The mean number of

call degradations can be used as an indicator for finding the best HYS level for a par-

ticular slow fading environment because it monitors the absolute level of the received

signal strength of the current BS as well as that of the neighbouring BS. The bigger the

autocorrelation coefficient, the lower the call quality.
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4.2.4 Analytical Model

We use the same analytical model as that derived in Chapter 3, using the assumption

that the received signal strength is a stationary Gaussian random variable. The averaged

signal difference between the BSs is also assumed to be a stationary Gaussian random

variable X having a mean and standard deviation as follows (See Appendix C):

3and4

1 and2

1:72kmph(5 =0.q)2:72kmph(10 =0.6)3:72knìph e!=O)4:72kmþh ef=O)

l.+È
FEH
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given by equation 3.28.

The probability P¡¡p that the signal difference is greater than ÍIY,S, that is, the prob-

ability that the received signal strength of BS-A is less than that of BS-B plus HYS, is

given by:

(P,(A) - P,(B)) + (-LeØ) + r,çn¡¡ + (r(A) - r(B)) > HYS (4.7)

The probability PB¡¡ that the signal difference X is less than -HY,S, that is, the

probability that received signal strength of BS-B is less than that of BS-A plus HYS is

given by:

(P,(A) - P,(B)) + (-Le(A) + r,çn¡¡ + (F(A) - F(B)) < -HYS (4.8)

We assumed in Chapter 3 that the first term in equations 4.8 and 4.7 was zero, because

the equal BS transmit power model was used. However in this section we consider this

term for the unequal BS transmit power model,

The probabilities given in equations 4.7 and 4.8 can be calculated using the signal cov-

erage determination function of section 3.4.3. At the beginning of the interval lr, Pqn

and P6¡¡ are given bY:

Potu(k) | - P_HYS(k)

L:"#"*vJg;{)a* (4.e)

(4.11)

P"to(k) Pn"s(k)
I

where px : ((K2(log(dn) - log(d"))) - (P,(A) - P,(BD).

We rewrite the handover probability, equation 3.41, as follows:

Ë s oyr/2tr
, (r-px)2,,exP(- Zor" lo' (4.10)

Pn"(k) : Pt(k - r) Pn t¡(k) + PB(k - r)PAl B(k)
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4.2.6 Analysis Results

The average number of handover requests per boundary crossing and the number of total

call degradations (sudden call degradation plus no-signal call degradation) are measured

and compared with the simulation model for the case that the autocorrelation coefficient

iszero,thatis þxt:¡-land oxt": fiwherenisthenumberof samplesduringasignal

average interval.

o The Average Number of Handover Requests

As can be seen in figure 4.9, the analytical model shows that the mean number of

handover requests per boundary crossing is not affected by the unequal BS transmit

power model. The results for the analytical model (curves 2 and 4) are about half those

from the simulation model (curve 1 and 3) at low HYS. However this difference reduces

and the two results approach each other as HYS increases.

4 6810
Hysteresis Window Levels[dB]

12

Figure 4.9: The Comparison of the mean number of Handover Request in unequal BS

transmit power models for the Basic HO Algorithm
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2. The area where both BSs provide similar transmit power. We call this the over-

lapping area,

3. The area where the BS-B provides the strongest transmit power to the MS

Based on our previous investigations in sections 3.3.3 and 4-2.2 the overlapping area is

found to be highly related to the handover characteristics. Thus we will perform further

investigations by creating a model in which the MS travels through the overlapping area,

maintaining an equal distance between both BSs as shown in diagram (2) of figure 4.11.

We call this the worst case model for the handover algorithm analysis in this thesis.
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Figure 4.11: Layout of the Worst Case Model

In figure 4.11, we define the MS starting point Po which is dor and ds6 km away from

the point P1 and BS-B respectively. The point Pr is in the middle of a line connecting

the two BSs and the distance to BS-B, dtB, is equal to the distance to BS-4, dr¿. The

distance ds¡ is defined to endure that the signal level from BS-B is M I N -TI1. Thus the

dß is given from equation 4.1, as follows:

(2)

(4.16)

dos

radius=r

1)

BS-BdrBS-A

doB:r!rxy [k-]
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x:(F(A) -F(B)) (4.1e)

where F(A) and F(B) are the slow fading factors of the received signal from BS-A and

BS-B respectively in dB. Thus the slow fading factors is the only parameter affecting the

handover request characteristics, and is investigated in subsection 4.3.1'

If we consider an unequal BS transmit power model, where nØ) and P¿(B) are not equal,

then the power difference between BSs will be a function of the slow fading factors and

the BS transmit power as follows:

x:(n(A) -P,(B)) +(F(A) -F(B)) (4.20)

Thus the slow fading factors and BS transmit power dìfference are parameters which

affect the handover request characteristics. These are investigated in subsection 4.3.2.

The same parameters used in Chapter 3 are also employed in this study except for the

direction of motion of the MS.

4.3.1 Results for the Equal TYansmit Power Model

The three equal BS transmit power models: 25%, 50% and 100% overlap are used to

examine how the number of handover requests and call degradation are affected in this

worst case environment.

o Mean number of handover requests

In figure 4.1.2, the average number of handover requests per boundary crossing is identical

among the equal BS transmit power models. As HYS increases the number of handover

requests reduces and becomes almost zero. The role of HYS in the handover algorithm

is again shown to reduce the number handover requests as demostrated in sections 4.2.3

and 3.5.1. In particular it is shown that increasing HYS reduces the effect of slow fading

which can otherwise result in a large number of handover requests.
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the differences in call quality as does the call degradation measure. Secondly, HYS is a

good technique for reducing the number of handover requests when the handover decision

is made on the basis of slow fading (see equation 4.19). However it cannot guarantee

that call degradation will be acceptable. Thirdly, the mean number of call degradations

per boundary crossing becomes a useful measure for evaluating handover performance,

because it shows clearly the differences among different environments having various

overlapping conditions. In other words it shows how the call quality is affected by

unequal BS transmit powers. Lastly, the BS transmit power level is one of the most

important parameters affecting the call quality of users.

0 2 4 6 10 12 '14 16
Hysteresis Window Levels[dB]

Figure 4.13: Average number of call degradations for the equal power model

4.3.2 Results for the IJnequal Thansmit Power Model

In this subsection, we use two types of unequal BS transmit power models as well as the

equal BS transmit power model as follows:

1. 50% overlap and 100% overlap for BS-A and BS-B;
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call quality is related to the absolute level of received signal strength at the MS, in other

words to the absolute level of the BS transmit power.
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Figure 4.14: Average number of handover requests for the unequal power model

o The mean number of call degradations

In figure 4.15, both unequal BS transmit power models (curves 1 and 2) generate different

numbers of total call degradations over all values of HYS. As HYS increases from 0 to 9dB

the number of total call degradations decreases. However the call degradation increases

rapidly above gdB HYS. Increase of HYS, that is, HYS greater than X in equation 4'20,

resulting in nearly no handover requests being generated, shows reduced call quality of

g 15dB HYS. This situation is considered to be a result of the delayed handover, that is,

the handover decision being made too late. This is because high levels of HYS cause the

handover occurrence to be postponed from the place where the handover should occur.

This is what we call "delayed handover". Thus as HYS increases, the mean number of

call degradations will become greater as the received signal strength of the current BS

becomes smaller before handover occurs. The equal BS transmit power model (curve 3)

maintains the same value for all HYS levels. This is because the MS is located an equal

distance away from both BSs which are transmitting at the same power.
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In unequal transmit power models, if the MS has the appropriate HYS levels, such

as 6dB to 9dB as discussed above, then the MS will have the smallest number of call

degradations (figure 4.15) and unnecessary handover requests (figure 4.14). However the

power consumption (figure 4.16) at those HYS levels is greater than for the other levels'

This indicates the importance of selection of HYS levels for both handover characteristics

and power consumption. The simulations of unequal transmit power models, which are

more realistic than the equal transmit power models, will demonstrate this.

In comparisons between the unequal and equal transmit power models, the unequal

transmit power model has a smaller number of handover requests and a larger number

of call degradations than the equal transmit power model, even though the latter has

a greater power consumption. The lower call degradation in the equal transmit po\ /er

model is obvious because both BSs transmit the same power levels for the 100% OV

condition, and call degradation is dependent on the received power of the current BS.

In the unequal transmit power model however, the handover algorithm should seek to

connect to the stronger BS in order to minimize the number of call degradations.

The number of handover requests which can cause unnecessary signalling traffic process-

ing loads to the mobile systems is not related to the BS transmit power in the basic

handover algorithm used in this chapter. That is why the mean number of handover

requests in the equal transmit power model is greater than that of the unequal transmit

power model as shown in figure 4.15, even if the equal transmit power model provides

the strongest transmit power to the MS at all times as shown in figure 4.16. Therefore

the use of HYS in the basic handover algorithm will be one of the solutions which can

provide better performance to the user and the system. From the point of view of the

number of handover requests, the EN handover algorithm provides lighter processing

loads to the system than the basic handover algorithm.

o Importance of Cell Selection

In practice the MS should measure the received signals of all adjacent BSs and decide

the best BS to which a connection may be formed. This is called Cell Selection mode'

However if the current BS is set to be a particular BS, then this is referred to as the

Default mode.
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4.4 catt Quality for various Averaging Intervals

We have investigated handover request characteristics with three types of parameters:

1. environmental parameters - slow fading and its autocorrelation;

2. system parameters - BS transmit power (overlapping condition), HYS (Hysteresis

window) and signal averaging interval (T"");

3. user parameters - movement direction and speed.

These three classes of parameters influence individually or collectively the handover

request characteristics. However the environmental parameters and the user parameters

are random and very difficult to predict. Thus we need to analyse and evaluate the

system parameters effectively to provide better quality of services for users.

In our previous investigations we found that increasing the BS transmit power results

in good call quality with small number of call degradations. HYS can be used to reduce

the number of handover requests. We also found that when To, is constant and the

MS speed increases, the number of handover requests and call degradations decreases,

but the hanclover area is reduced at low HYS and is delayed at medium and high HYS

(See subsection 3.3.3 and 3.6.3). In general the first handover point is always delayed as

the MS speed increases, that is, as the signal averaging distance increases. M\ller et al.

[43] also showed that for the large cell model (10km radius) with N tap block windows,

longer signal averaging intervals with constant MS speed result in a smaller number of

handover requests. However they did not consider the handover area (point) variation.

Y\jayan et al. [11] found that the mean number of handover requests reduces and the

first handover area (point) delays as the signal averaging interval increases in the small

cell model (1km radius) when exponential windows are used. Corazza et al. [25] also

found that a long signal averaging interval reduces the number of handover requests but

increases delay of the first handover point in the small cell model (1km radius) with

rectangular and exponential windows.

In this section we present the results of our simulations in order to obtain comparisons of

the handover request characteristics with those found from other studies' We allow the
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W.C.Y Lee [15, 27] suggested that the optimum signal averaging distance will range

between 40À and 200À, where ) is the waveiength of the carrier frequency with an

assumption that all random variables are stationary. In particular Lee showed that when

the averaging distance is 40), which is long enough to smooth out the fast fading, the

probability that a fluctuation among the random variables within 40) is less than ldB, is

86%. As the signal averaging interval reduces this probability also reduces. However as

the signal averaging interval increases, the local mean may not be a stationary random

variable. It is still not entirely clear whether a long signal interval is better than a short

one in handover algorithm analyses'

Therefore in this subsection we will investigate the behavior of different signal averaging

intervals by combining the probability that the MS is connected to the BS, with the

average fade duration [15, 27,26,50] of the current BS. We call this new parameter

the modifi,ed auerage fade duration (mAFD). It is well known that the average duration

of fade is primarily dependent on the speed of the mobile system [27]. Thus we can

make comparisons using the mAFD by keeping the MS speed constant while the signal

averaging interval is varied. Therefore the mAFD shows how much the MS experiences

fading of the received signal during a trip from BS-A to BS-8.

We consider three different signal averaging intervals: 2, 5 and 15 seconds and 30 me-

ters/sec of MS speed. The signal averaging distance is then 60 meters (180À), 150 meters

(450À) and 45Ometers (1350À) for 2,,5 and 15 seconds respectively.

The average fade duration is the average length of time interval during which the received

signal X from the current BS, is below a given signal level threshold Xo. This is given

by [28, 62]:

(4.2r)

where P(X < Xo) i. the expected total time where the received signal strength falls

below Xs, and lcr \s the expected number of crossings of the threshold level Xs, over a

unit time interval of t :1 seconds.

We assume that the average received signal strength is a stationary Gaussian random

variable. Thus the numerator in equation 4.21is a Gaussian distribution function with



o Level Crossing Rate (lcr) - The mean number of crossings of the threshold

level Xo

The level crossing rate of the received signal strength is a second-order statistic because it

is dependent on time and is affected by the MS speed 127,631. This level crossing rate,lcr,

is derived using the assumptions that the received signal (level function) and the slope

of the signal (phase function) are Gaussian distributed and statistically independent. In

this section we only consider the level crossing rate for the electrical component received

from an omnidirectional antenna, because the received signal strength is used for the

handover criterion in this thesis.

By replacing the received signal level function with a path loss function and the slow

fading function, lhe lcr during 1 second is given by [See equation 8.19 in appendix B]:

J2o,
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and

. rxo _l__exp(_ (r - (pt - (ry +_ Kztoefua)))2 ,a* (4.27)Plx" I xo] -- J_* ont/ztr 2or"

, (Xo - (P, - (Iít -f K2los(d)))zexp(- l o. (4.28)ttrr/" *
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(4.2e)

Icr:
2t/2tro1

where d is the distance between the MS and the BS [km]

As shown in figure 8.21 of appendix B, the normalised level crossing rates lcr Tor BS-A

and BS-B are given by:

(4.30)
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We obtain the normalised fade duration during a signal averaging interval by summing

the normalised fade duration during each sample interval. Thus the sum of the nor-

malised AFD at the beginning of signal averaging interval k, AirDd(k) when the current

BS is BS-A, or AitD,(k) when the current BS is BS-8, is as follows:

nj
AiÌ Dd(k): t a,F noç¡ (4.33)

i=l

where l,f noç;¡ is given by equation 4.31

(4.34)
i=l

where ,l,f n"çl¡ is given by equation 4-32'

o modified Average Fade Duration (mAFD)

We can now determine how long the MS experiences a low quality of conversation service

during a certain period of time such as the signal sampling interval or signal averaging

interval. This is the period of time when the received signal strength of the current RSS

falls below the threshold Xo. This is the minimum received signal strength M I N ll H :

-130dBm of previous chapters.

There are two normalised average fade durations given in equations 4.33 and 4.34 during

a signal averaging interval from the MS point of view. One is for the link from the

MS to BS-4, and the other is for the link from the MS to BS-8. The MS does not

know to which BS it will be linked in a fading environment. If the MS has an accurate

handover algorithm, then the AFD will be short. This is because the MS is able to select

the best BS at all times and unnecessary handover requests are minimized. Otherwise

the AFD will be long because the possibility exists that the MS may become linked to

the less desirable BS. Therefore we can say that the normalised AFD is dependent on

the probability of linking to the best BS during a signal averaging interval. Thus by

combining the probability of linking to a particular BS with the normalised average fade

duration of that BS, we can produce a new measure which we call the modified auerage

fade duration mAF D. This new measure can be used to provide fair comparisons of

handover performance when the signal averaging interval is different, because it consists

nj
,+Ê n,çt'¡: t aÊ n"çt¡
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N; nj nj

E*øn(j): t(t ¿,rnol' x d,¡ t i x d.))P¡(k) + \'trn"çk x d,¡ + i x d"))PB(k))
k-l i=l i=L

(4.40)

where PÁk) and Ps(k) are given by equation 3.33 of Chapter 3. Other terms are

explained in table 4.2.

4.4.I Case Study

In this section we will determine the modified average fade duration for signal average

intervals of 2, 5 and 15 seconds. We assume that the MS speed is 30 meters/sec and

HYS varies between 0 to 15dB. The unit of time used is 1 second, thus the unit distance

becomes 30 meters (90 À). We assume no Rayleigh fading, and that the local mean

of slow fading is obtainable because the unit distance is greater than the correlation

distance of Rayleigh fading À12 and ranges between 40 to 200 
^1I5,271.

By substituting j into equation 4.39, we can obtain the total mAFD E^oro(k) for the

three different signal averaging intervals j :2,5 and 15.

o mAFD based on the normalised AFD

The value of mAFD gives the duration during which the MS received signal strength is

Iess than the minimum signal strength M I N -T H during a trip. As the value of mAFD

increases the fade duration becomes large. Firstly we measure the mAFD derived on the

basis of the normalised AFD as given by equations 4.31 and 4.32. Secondly we measure

the mAFD derived on the basis of the signal slope havinB zero mean and two different

variances as given by equations 8.30 and 8.31 in Appendix B.

The total mAFD using normalised AFD is shown in figure 4.23. In contrast to the results

of the mean number of handover requests and call degradations shown in figures 4.20

and, 4.22, the total mAFD shows that a short [, generates quite stable values over

the whole range of HYS, while a long To, generates a relatively higher mAFD against

HYS. Thus when the signal averaging interval (To,: j) increases, the HYS level should

be decreased to avoid unnecessary total nAFD increments. The investigation based on

the total mAFD can help to optimise the level of HYS. We have shown that previous
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time as shown in figure 4.25. The longest 4, shows the highest level of mAFD (curve 3)

all the time. In figure 4.26 we show the cumulative mAFD of only two signal averaging

intervals at 0 and 15dB HYS. This shows clearly that increasing HYS (curves 2 and 4)

also raises the mAFD, that is, it decreases the call quality. Even though the total mAFD

for the case where Tou is 15 seconds, is slightly lower than that for the case where Tou is

2 seconds, the latter gives a lower mAFD over the longest travelling time of the MS.

Based on these results, we believe that a relatively short signal average interval which

can smooth out the short term fading, can provide a better mAFD and is able to be

easily combined with an appropriate seiection of a value for HYS to achieve a further

reduction of mAFD.
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Figure 4.24: Accumulative mAFD when To, : 2 seconds, speed:30m/sec, correla-

tion:0.47

o Comparisons of mAFD based on the signal slope

The level crossing rate (lcr) is dependent on the mean and the variance of the signal

slope as shown in equations 8.30 and B.31 of appendix B. This means that the mAFD

is also based on the signal slope. Thus we also investigate how the mAFD changes with
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Figure 4.26: The accumulative mAFD comparison at 0 and 15dB HYS and 2 and 15

seconds [,, speed:30m/sec, correlation:O.47

same mean and standard deviation. The use of normalised mAFD is reliabie for mea-

suring handover performance, and for comparisons between handover algorithms where

the signal averaging interval is different.

We have not shown how mAFD varies with the mean of signal siope. However, as the

mean ¡r2 increases in equation 4.28, the lcr increases, and the AFD decreases. Therefore

the mAFD is also reduced as the mean of signal slope increases.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have carried out further investigations of the handover algorithm

by varying other important parameters such as BS transmit power between BSs and

the travelling direction of the MS. These are analysed in Chapter 3 to obtain various

fundamental handover request characteristics and to obtain a greater understanding of

handover algorithm analyses. The importance of cell selection in the handover algorithm
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used in the basic handover algorithm analysis.

(d) HYS can be used to reduce the mean number of handover requests regardless

of which BS transmit power models are used in the basic handover algorithm

analysis.

(e) The proposed handover performance measure: the mean number of call degra-

dations, shows very important characteristics which cannot be demonstrated

by commonly used measures of handover performance such as the mean num-

ber of handover requests or handover area.

(f) A reduction of the mean number of handover requests by increasing HYS

raises the mean number of call degradations. This means that unnecessarily

high HYS provides excessively large numbers of call degradations.

(S) h particular when HYS is high, and the MS is connected to the BS which

is transmitting the weaker power, the MS experiences much larger number of

call degradations, because as HYS increases the probability that the MS re-

mains connected to the weaker BS is increased. The mean power consumption

comparisons for the equal BS transmit power model shows this clearly.

2. In the studies of worst case conditions the results obtained were as follows

(a) If the handover decision is affected only by slow fading, that is, BS tra,nsmit

power is equal and the distance between the MS and the two BSs is equal,

then the mean number of call degradation will not change with HYS and the

mean number of handover requests will be reduced as HYS increases.

(b) However if the handover decision is affected by both slow fading and power

differences between the BSs, the size of HYS should be defined carefully to ob-

tain the smallest number of call degradations rather than the smallest number

of handover requests.

(c) The mean number of call degradations also provides useful data for evaluating

the handover algorithm.

(d) The investigation of cell selection shows that the call quality based on the

results of call degradation is particularly affected by a default decision for a

current BS. This was demonstrated in the simulation study.
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Chapter 5

Power Control in Handoff

Algorithms

5.1- Introduction

The handover algorithm analysis studied in chapters 3 and 4 used an assumption that

the handover decision and the handover processing intervals are very fast. Thus the call

quality of users is not affected during the handover decision and the handover processing

interval. This study is helpful to understand fundamental characteristics of the handover

algorithm based on signal averaging interval lengths and HYS levels for handover algo-

rithm parameters, the MS speed and the MS direction of motion as user parameters, and

various BS transmit powers as system parameters in inherently uncertain mobile radio

environments modelled with log-normal fading and its autocorrelation function. In our

simulation and analyses, we obtained characteristics of the basic handover algorithm

similar to those found in other studies [11, 43], which used the same assumptions men-

tioned above, in terms of the mean number of handover requests and the mean handover

area versus HYS and the MS speed.

However, if the handover decision and the handover processing interval is relatively long

(a few tens of meters), then we believe that the handover request characteristics will

be affected by the slow fading within the length of handover decision and handover

processing interval. Moreover the above assumption used in our previous studies in

745
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algorithms as soft handoff algorithms, although there is no intention that the zero han-

dover time should arise from connection to multiple base stations. We remain within the

model of a TDMA system, and consider the ideal situation of a handover that takes no

time.

Hard handoff and soft handoff have different system environments. One of them is the

power control requirement. In a CDMA environment, power control is the only way to

maintain an adequate level of a call quality by reducing the co-channel interference ratio

(CIR) [65, 51]. However in a TDMA environment, power control is only an option for the

system operator [28, 4]. Therefore we need more studies of the hard handoff algorithm

with various handover processing intervals for the TDMA system environment and of the

soft handoff algorithm combined with power control that would be used in the CDMA

system environment.

Transmitter power control is one of the co-channel interference management methods

available to the system designer. An efficient reverse link (from the MS to BS) and for-

ward link (from BS to the MS) power control can also reduce the power consumption of

the MS battery. In an early work on satellite systems, Aein [66] investigated CIR man-

agement with a concept that all users experience the same CIR levels. From the capacity

comparisons with and without power control, previous studies [67, 68, 69] showed that

power control provides high call carrying capacity of cellular systems. Since the CDMA

technique has been introduced, the power control method becomes one of the core fac-

tors to manage the CIR in CDMA systems. System capacity comparisons between the

TDMA and the CDMA systems have focused on the important role of power control

in the CDMA. Many studies [70, 51 ,55,52] have been done from the system capacity

point of view. Recently Viterbi [52] and others [68, 53] compared the outage probability

between the hard and the soft handoff algorithms. They showed that a soft handoff

algorithm provides better outage probability (see section 3.4.3) than a hard handoff al-

gorithm because the MS can access two or more BSs during call conversation. CDMA

also provides lower CIR than the hard handoff algorithm. These studies also compared

system capacity based on outage probabilities, that is, the probability that the signal

strength falls below a threshold.

However from the point of view of handover characteristics, the hard and soft hand-
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Therefore in our power control algorithm we use the guard band as a handover request

characteristic management parameter by increasing or decreasing transmitter power to

provide a reasonable performance of the power control from the handover algorithm

analysis point of view. This guard band is designed to minimize unnecessary power

control reductions which possibly occur and which may cause poor handover request

characteristics in a slow fading environment. As HYS in the handover algorithm reduces

the number of handover request by ignoring handover occurrences, the guard band will

reduce the number of power control change events. Note that the guard band is proposed

by the author in this thesis to help to investigate the performance of the handover

algorìthm combined with adaptive power control.

In the next section we examine the hard handoff algorithm by varying the handover

processing interval which was assumed to be zero in the previous chapters 3 and 4.

In the third section we investigate the soft handoff algorithm combined with power

control. First of all we introduce our power control algorithm and then investigate the

handover request characteristics after combining with the soft handover algorithm. We

also compare this with the handover request characteristics of the soft handoff algorithm

without power control. In the last section, the handover request characteristics are

compared for soft and hard handoff.

5.2 Hard Handoff

To explain the hard handoff algorithm, we shail review the handover procedures in

TDMA systems [19, 4]. The system analyses the data reported from the MS through the

mobile assist handover procedures (MAHO, See figure 2.2) each time interval in order to

make a handover decision. These procedures are marked I and 2 in figure 5.1. The time

spent during the procedure marked 2 is represented as t¡-¿".. After the handover decision

is made (marked 3), the system needs a new radio link setup procedure (marked 4) for

maintaining the MS call conversation. The time spent during the procedure marked 4 is

represented as t¡nro. Therefore the sum of handover decision time t¡-¿." and processing

interval t¡o,o \n the hard handoff algorithm is given by:

749
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Figure 5.2: Time Comparison between (1) no handover and (2) handover in Hard Handoff

Algorithms when To, : Tho,d

interval is the same. However, once a handover decision is made at the end of an interval

7",(k), the next signal averaging interval for a new radio link only occurs after waiting

an interval T¡,o,¿ às shorvn in curve (2) of figure 5.2. That is, the MS still needs to remain

connected to the old BS during Tho,d,. Thus, even if the system decides to change to a

ne\Ã/ BS for the MS, the MS needs to keep conversation through the radio link of the old

BS during the interval Tno,a.

If T¡o,¿ is very short, that is, the system provides very fast handover request processing'

then we can assume that there is no effect on the call quality and other handover request

characteristics during the handover processing interval T¡o,¿. Thus the equation 5.1

becomes:

7",(k)ITno,¿=7",(k) (5 2)

This means that the IVIS connects to the new BS without any time delay and the MS

starts averaging the received signal of the new link immediately as in the no handover

case shown in curve (1) of figure 5.2.

k
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Table 5.1: Parameter Values used in Simulation

parameter term name value

ho height of BS antenna 30[m]

h^ height of MS antenna 1.5[m]

r" carrier frequency e00[MHz]

d distance between transmitter and receiver 0 - a[km]

T cell radius 2[km]

speed MS speed 72[km]

o standard deviation of slow fading 6[dB]

Tou Signal average interval 2,4,6[sec]

T" Signal sampling interval 0.5[sec]

Thord Handover processing interval 0.5,1,3 [sec]

o Handover Requests durinBTo,

According to figure 5.3, the mean number of handover requests decreases as the handover

processing interval T¡o,¿ increases in the hard handoff algorithm. However, as HYS

increases, the mean number of handover requests approaches unity regardless of the

length of T¡,o,¿.

We now use three different intervals of Tou: 2, 4 and 6 seconds, and 1 second for T¡or¿ to

obtain more general characteristics of the hard handoff algorithms. Similar to the results

shown in figure 5.3, the figure 5.4 shows that non-zero T¡o,¿ produces a smaller number

of handover requests than a T¡or¿ of zero. A. T", increases and/or HYS increases the

difference between zero and non-zero T¡or¿becomes small.

The number of handover requests is related to the length of Tou as we have already noted

in subsecti on 4.4. The longer is To,, the smaller is the number of handover requests. This

is because the MS does not perform any handover decision during the interval of. T¡o,¿,,

assumed to be 1 second in hard handoff, after a handover occurrence. As more handovers

occur at low HYS, the MS skips more handover decisions inT¡o,¿ intervals during a trip.

Just one T¡o,¿ intewal is skipped at high HYS because a single handover occurs as

shown in figure 5.4. However, it is not necessarily true that a longer T¿o"¿ provides
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Figure 5.4: (Average number of handover requests f 7",) per boundary crossing' a variable

To, ar'd a constant T¡o,¿ w\th 50% overlap and speed 72kmph

of the speed of the MS in a random radio environment. The comparisons using 'avetage

fade duration (AFD)' will be discussed later.

o Handover Area

The comparisons of mean handover area for fixed 7r, and various Thord is shown in

figure 5.7. The first handover points are the same for various T¡o,¿ because the first

handover point is not affected by Tno,¿ (which is only invoked after a handover request

has been made). However this point drifts towards the cell boundary (2000 meters)

and crosses over the boundary as HYS increases. The reason for this movement has

been well explained in sections 3.3.3 and 3.6.3 in Chapter 3. The last handover request

point is delayed from the cell boundary as T¡or¿ increases in low and medium HYS' In

particular we use 8 seconds for T¡o,¿, which is four times greater than To,. This causes

further delays of the last handover point from the cell boundary at low and medium

HYS. However since HYS is greater than or equal to 12d8, at which only one handover

request occurs, there is no further delay caused by the different values of T¡,o,¿.
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Figure 5.6: (Average number of total call degradationsf To,) per boundary crossing, a

variable Tou and a constant T¡o,¿with 50% overlap and MIN:IH:-130dBm and speed

72kph

because the call degradation is measured for the same time intervals. From this point

of view, the comparisons shown in figure 5.8 are not valid because they are measured

for different time intervals Tho,d. We need to consider carefully how we should analyse

the call degradation measured during two time intervals To, and Tho,d. We now consider

this for two different conditions as follows:

1. If the two time intervals are taken separately, then the mean call degradation of

the MS is obtained by adding two separate mean values of call degradation, each

measured in the corresponding time interval.

2. If they are taken to form one time interval, then the mean call degradation of the

MS should be measured with a new time interval,, T¡o : Tou * Tno,a.

Under the frrst condition, we measure the call degradation as follows

1,57
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o One Time Interval ?¿o

Under the second condition, we measure the call degradation as foilows. According

to figure 5.12, the mean number of call degradationsf T¡o per boundary crossing varies

dramatically. The hard handoff using the shortest To, and a T¡o,¿ of 1 second (curve

marked 2) has the lowest call degradation, but the soft handoff (zero Tn,,a) using the

same 7}, provides the greatest call degradation. Based on these results we see that the

soft handoff algorithm provides worse performance than the hard handoff algorithm.

These comparisons cannot be valid because the tìme intervals T¡o and To, I T¡o,¿, à're.'

not the same among hard and soft handoff algorithms and among various hard handoff

algorithms using different To,.

The mean number of call degradation during T¡o \s based on the length of To, and/or

Tho,d.. The call degradation analysis method we have used in this chapter cannot provide

a good solution for fair comparisons among soft and hard handoff algorithms.
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50% overlap and M I N -T H:-130dBm and speed 72kph

intervals T¡o are comparable each other if Tn. ) 7, and Tho : n xTu where n : L,2,3,

The mean number of nAF D during T¡o is

H : 
Ï'T=,ØAF D(r,þ)) (5.4)

The sum of the mean nAFD/?" during a boundary crossing is measured to provide fair

comparisons among hard and soft handoff algorithms having different signal averaging

intervals and/or handover processing intervals as rffe have already discussed in section 4.4.

In this section we will use one second for Tu for the average fade duration and -130dBm

for Xo in equation 5.3.

The comparisons of normalised AFD among the soft and hard handoff algorithms are

shown in figure 5.13. Low Tou of 2 seconds provides the lowest normalised AFD, while 4"
of 6 seconds gives the highest value. In particular for a To, of 6 seconds, the normalised

AFD lT, maintains the highest value over all HYS. We conclude that as Tau andf or T¡o,¿

become small, the normalised AFD/L becomes smaller. That is, the probability that
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Figure 5.12: Sum of the Mean number of call degradation per boundary crossing mea-

sured during an interval To,lThord,, a variable To, arrd a constant Tno,a with 50% overlap

and M I N -T.f1:-130dBm and speed 72kph

comparisons between zeto T¡or¿ and non-zeto T¡or¿ when To, \s constant.

Based on results in figures 5.13 and 5.14, with a fair handover characteristic measure

(normalised AFD) the soft handover algorithm provides better call quality than the

hard handover algorithm, even if the other two measures, the mean number of handover

requests and the mean number of cail degradations, do not agree with that result'

5.2.3 Concluslons

In the hard handoff algorithm analysis (Tno,¿ is not zero), we found that the handover

request processing interval would affect the handover characteristics such as the mean

number of handover requests and call degradations. As this interval increases, the mean

number of handover requests reduces. However the call degradation affected during

T¡o,¿ (in the hard handoff algorithm) is always larger than that of the soft handoff

algorithm where T¡o,¿ is zero. In particular comparisons of normalised AFD shows that
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the hard handoff algorithm provides the same or worse performance than the soft handoff

algorithm. This normalised AFD comparison is quite reliable because two parameters

such as the speed of MS and unit time fl,, which depends on the normalised AFD, are

constant in this investigation. That means that if the speed of MS is not constant, then

fair comparisons with the normalised AFD among the handoff algorithms are difficult.

From this investigation we strongly recommend that the handover request processing

interval should be included in the soft and hard handoff algorithm development and

analysis to create more reliable algorithms and to achieve more accurate results. We

also have quite important results from this investigation which show that providing a

shorter handover request processing interval T¡o,¿ into the TDMA or CDMA systems

can generate equal or better call quality from the handover algorithm analysis point of

view. If the TDMA system uses HYS in its handover algorithm, then better call quality

will be expected by providing a small Tho,d.

Based on our results of the normalised AFD in this section) we see that the handover

algorithm model proposed by Vijayan et al. [11] provides always the same or better

call quality, because they consider a fast handover processing time (zero T¡o,¿) in their

model. This conciusion also agrees with the opinion of Viterbi [52] that "the handover

algorithm of Vijayan et al. provides the best performance because they assume very fast

handover request processing".

We now can conclude precisely that a short handover processing interval provides at

least the same performance of in terms of call quality, but equal or worse performance in

terms of the mean number of handover requests compared to other handover algorithms

using relatively long handover processing.

5.3 Soft Handoff

The co-channel interference ratio (CIR) and transmit power levels are restraining factors

on the capacity of cellular mobile systems [51, 70]. In particular, the CIR is very im-

portant in CDMA environments because the same carrier frequency with different codes

among MSs is used. Thus power control is a basic requirement of the CDMA system
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measure, and the probability that the MS is assigned to a BS for handoff analysis. In

particular they show that as the drop timer increases, the number of Active Set updates

decreases. They investigated more fundamental characteristics of the soft handoff algo-

rithm rather than the performance of the system. However they did not show how power

control affects the performance of the soft handoff algorithms.

For the hard handoff algorithm using various handover request processing intervals, the

signal strength measurements for handover decision are dependent on many parameters

such as signal sampling and averaging interval, signal averaging window types, slow

fading and its auto-correlation function and so on. Moreover the soft handoff algorithm

and the power control algorithm operate on the basis of the signal strength measurement.

The analysis of the handover request characteristics for those two algorithms is necessary.

The study in which the soft handoff algorithm is combined with a power control algorithm

becomes very important to understand the more realistic soft handoff algorithm'

In this chapter, we use the hard handoff algorithm with a zero handover request pro-

cessing interval for the soft handoff algorithm (because the MS can connect two or more

links during conversation in CDMA systems). We assume that the add threshold and

the drop threshold specified in IS-95 [17] are equal to MIN-TfI : -130dBm and the

drop timer is long enough to keep all BSs in the Active Set. Therefore our soft handoff

model becomes equal to the hard handoff model used in the previous chapters 3 and

4. With this model we combine the poweï control algorithm and investigate handover

characteristics.

Firstly the power control algorithm used in our study is discussed. The comparison

with the handover request characteristics between soft handoff with and without power

control is investigated. Secondly the modified power control algorithm to achieve the

best handover performance is developed and explained.
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5.3.1- Power Control Algorithms

Several power control models have been considered including:

1. fixed power transmit model (no power control model) - no variations in transmit

power;

2. received signal based power control model - The aim of this model is to provide the

minimum received signal level until the next power control decision. For example,

adaptiue power control(APc) lTIl ar'd adaptiue transmitter power control ØfPC)

[68];

3. SIR based tight power control model - The transmit power is adopted directly by

the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) variation and the MS selects the BS at which

its SIR is maximised. For example, local power control algorithm [69' 73];

4. same as (3) except that the transmitter can select its power level after combining

all interference sources. For example, global power control algorithm [69, 66,73];

5. autonomous SIR based power control model - The transmit power can only vary

by a fixed step when the received SIR is different from the target SIR threshold,

for example autonomous power control174).

The algorithms (2) and (5) are quite similar. The only difference is that algorithm (2)

can provide a wide range of transmit power changes every power control interval, while

algorithm (5) can only provide a single power increment per power control interval. Al-

gorithms (3) and (4) can achieve substantial gain when combined with dynamic channel

allocation (DCA). In particular algorithm ( ) requires global management of channel

and/or of power adjustment. This power control model is also required to avoid the

near-far effect in CDMA mobile systems [75]'

In this section, we assume that no co-channel or adjacent channel interference occurs)

and no near-far effect, because we consider a model consisting only of two BSs and one

MS. We adopt the adaptive po$/er control model for our model with an assumption that

the reverse link power level is equal to that of the forward link. We use ()dB HYS for the

soft handoff algorithm model to provide an immediate handover to users. However we

a
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where S(k) is the power step number, and k ranges between 0 and MIN-STEP'

At 100% overlap, theTX-PWRtable is setup in the form as shown in figure 5.16. Thus

TX-PWR(0) is set to 118.54 Watts (50.74 dBm). We assume that both TX-PWR

and RX -PW R tables have 2dBm per power step, that is, step-size : 2, and a total

t7r
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Get recent RSS of
the current BS during
(k-l,k), P(k) tdBl

ldBml

S(k)=P1¡Yt1"O-.tr"
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Report Enor s(k) > 13

P (k+l) = TX_PWR(13)

END
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Therefore the next transmit power level can be decided on the basis of the value of ^9(k)

obtained in equation 5.10 as follows:

1. If 0 <: S(k) (: 13 (box 4), then the transmit power level shown in equation 5.7

is given by box 5:

P{k +t):TX-PWR(S(k)):TX-PWr?(0) - (step-size x S(k)) (5'11)

where TX-PWn(0) is the strongest power level

2. If the power control step S(k) is negative (box 6), that is' P"(k) is less than

M I N -T H, then the next transmit power level becomes the strongest power control

step by substituting 0 into ^9(k) in equation 5.11 as follows (box 7).

&(k + 7) : T X -pW R(0) : TX -PWR(0) - (step-size x 0) (5'12)

3. If the power control step S(k) is greater than MIN-STEP:13 (box 8), that is,

P,(k) is greater than the maximum power, then the next transmit power ievel be-

comes the weakest power control step by substituting 13 into S(k) in equation 5.11

as follows (box 9 in figure 5.17):

Pr(k +1):TX-PWR(t3): TX-PW,?(O) - (step-size x MIN-STEP) (5.13)

We understand that the next transmit power level decision is based on the received sig-

nal strength by following the procedures mentioned above. We determine the handover

characteristics by combining this power control algorithm with the basic handover algo-

rithm using Tho,d. :0. Then we compare handover request characteristics between the

soft handoff algorithms with and without the power control algorithm.
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o The mean number of total call degradations

We now look at the comparisons of the mean number of call degradations shown in

figure 5.19. Because 100% overlap is considered to represent a very strong BS transmit

power, the SWPC algorithm generates almost zero call degradation over the whole range

of HYS. However the SOPC algorithm gives a large number of call degradations against

all HYS levels. It is shown that the power control algorithm also affects the mean number

of call degradations. Even if high HYS reduces dramatically the mean number of call

degradations, this reduction is still unacceptable compare to the SWPC algorithm.

Based on the call degradation condition described in section 4.2.1,, r've can say that the

poor results of the SOPC algorithm are caused by slow fading in the radio environment.

In other words, if an inadequate power control algorithms is used in the MS, the transmit

power decision should be carefully re-evaluated in terms of the slow fading.

175
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In spite of the poor handover request characteristics of the SOPC algorithm, the mean

power consumption shows very interesting results in figure 5.21. The SOPC algorithm

gives about 14dB less power consumption to up/down links (we assumed that transmit

powers for up/down links are the same). Clearly it shows that the power control helps

to reduce the power consumption, that is, it extends the battery life of the MS.

Now we can have a closer comparison between the SOPC and the SWPC algorithm.

From the power consumption point of view, the SOPC algorithm shows much better

performance than the SWPC algorithm. However from the handover request character-

istic point of view (from the user service point of view), the SOPC algorithm should be

reconsidered to provide more acceptable handover request characteristics compared to

those of the SWPC algorithm. Based on our previous studies regarding the call degra-

dation analysis done in Chapters 1, 3 and 4, call degradation is highly affected by the

transmit power level. With this relation between the call degradation and the trans-

mit power level, we believe that the transmit power decision in the SOPC algorithm is

too sensitive to the signal variations caused by slow fading. Therefore the reduction of

this sensitivity will play a key role in providing better handover request characteristics

by sacrificing power consumption. One particular power control algorithm called the

autonomous SIR pouer control algorithm [74] was developed to overcome this sensitiv-

ity to slow fading. In this chapter, we introduce a parameter called guard to increase

(or decrease) the transmit power decision level in the power control algorithm. In the

next section we will explain the power control model using the guard parameter, and

investigate how this guard in the polver control model changes the handover request

characteristics.

5.3.3 Power Control Algorithms with guard

By following the transmit power level decision procedures shown in figure 5.17, we derive

the transmit power level of the new power control algorithms with guard. We add the

guard parameter into equation 5.9. Thus a new signal difference Þ1f; it given by:

r(*) P,(k) + 30 + suard- MIN-TH dBm (5.14)
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(5.15)P(k) + suürd dBm

where P(k) is the difference betwee" P"(k) and M I N:f H.

The next transmit power control step S(k) is obtained by dividing the signal difference

P1*¡ Uy step-size as follows:

S(t) : Þ(k)lstep-s;ze (5. 16)

By replaci"g Þ14¡ with P(k) ! guard the equation 5.16 becomes:

P(k) + suards(r)
step-szze
P k

step-szze
(5.17)

^9(¿) :s(k) + s(suard) (5.18)

where S(k) is the transmit power controi step based on the received signal strength and

shown in equation 5.10 and S(guard) is the additional power control step based on the

guard parameter.

Finally the next transmit power level is decided by following the procedures shown in

figure 5.17 with boxes 5 to 9. Details are also shown in equations 5.11,5.12 and 5.13'

Thus by replacing ,9(k) with S1f¡ *" can obtain the next transmit power level as follows:

rf 6 + r) : rx -PW R(S(k)) (5.1e)

The role of the guard parameter is to increase or decrease the next transmit power

level by reducing or increasing the recently received signal strength without any change

in the power control conversion table shown in figure 5.15. That means the variation

The transmit power control step is written more generally as:
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6.3.4 Characteristics of the Power Control Algorithm with

guard

The handover request characteristics of soft handoff combined with power control and

using the guard parameter are measured and discussed. First of all we vary guard with

negative values down to -15dB from ()dB, that is, the transmit power level is increased

according to Defi,nition 2, to provide more transmit power to users. All other parameters

used in this study are the same as that used in the previous section 5'3.1.

o The mean number of handover requests

In figure 5.22, the mean number of handover requests per boundary crossing decreases

dramatically as the guard decreases, that is, as the transmit power increases. In addition

high HYS decreases the mean number of handover requests. Thus when guard is less

than or equal to -11d8 and above gdB HYS, the mean number of handover requests

becomes unity.

We can easily show that the effects of slow fading in the radio environment should be

considered carefully for not only the power level decisions but also the handover decisions'

o The mean number of call degradations

In figure 5.23 the mean number of call degradations is also decreased dramatically, as the

guard parameter decreases. When the guard is less than or equal to -11d8, it approaches

zero over the whole range of HYS.

o The mean handover area

The mean handover area is shown in figure 5.24. The distance between the first and

the last handover request decreases as the guard parameter decreases. Thus we believe

that the reduction of guard, that is, increase of the transmit power, helps to avoid the

unnecessary handover requests occurring too early or too late from the cell boundary as

shown in figure 5.20 curves 1 and 2. When the guard parameter is less than or equal

to -11dB, the mean handover area becomes narrow and reduces to a point above 12dB

HYS.
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Figure 5.24: Average handover area per boundary crossing with 100% overlap and

MIN-TH:-130dBm and speed 72kph

o The mean pov¡er consumption

The mean power consumption increases dramatically as the guard parameter decreases

as shown in figure 5.25. This shows clearly that the guard parameter in the power control

algorithm plays a role in managing the transmit power level.

In our adaptive power control algorithm analysis, we realise that there is a trade-off

between the power consumption and the performance of the handover algorithm. We

demonstrate this trade-off with the guard parameter in our power control algorithm.

One of important factors causing this trade-off is the slow fading radio environment'

That means that the transmit power decision based on the recently received power level

will not be accurate from the user service (handover performance) point of view (see

figures 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20), while it gives greater savings in the power consumption (see

figure 5.21). Therefore our results of this investigation strongly recommend that the

power control algorithm development should be combined with the handover algorithm

and then tested from the user service (handover performance) point of view as well as

system capacity and power consumption point of view.
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for the hard and soft handoff algorithms is equally weighted over the intervals T¡o,¿ arrd

Tor.

For consistent comparisons between the algorithms with and without power control, we

define the value of the guard to be -20d8 in the power control algorithm to achieve the

same level of call degradation of the no po\ /er control algorithm for soft handoff. Thus

the SOPC-G algorithm gives very similar handover request characteristics to the SWPC

algorithm. We use 100% overlap which is assumed to cover almost 100% of a cell in this

study. Other system parameters used for those three handoff algorithms are exactly the

same in this section.

o Mean number of handover requests

In frgure 5.26, three handover algorithms show that the mean number of handover re-

quests per boundary crossing decreases and becomes unity as HYS increases. As we set

the guard parameter to -20d8 in the SOPC-G algorithm, both soft handoff algorithms

(curves 1 and 2) provide the same number of handover requests against all values of HYS.

However the HWPC algorithm generates a smaller number of handover requests (curve

3) at low and medium HYS than the other soft handoff algorithms because the HWPC

algorithm has a handover request processing interval T¡o"¿ during which no handover re-

quest occurs and only the call degradation is measured. The difference between the mean

number of handover requests in the HWPC, SOPC-G and SWPC algorithms reduces as

HYS increases, because the number of handover processing interval Tnora reduces and

does not affect the mean number of handover requests.

o Mean number of call degradations

As we have discussed in the previous chapters, the comparison of the call degradation, one

of the call quality measurements in this thesis, is noteworthy, because the call degradation

is highly related to the call quality and call drop from the user service and system

performance point of view.

In figure 5.27 both soft handoff algorithms provide the same number of call degradations

(curve 1 and 2) over the whole range of HYS. However the HWPC generates more

call degradations (curve 3) against all HYS levels compared to the two soft handoff

algorithms. As we have mentioned in section 5.2,, the HWPC algorithm gives additional
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o Mean handover area

In figure 5.31, the SOPC-G algorithm gives quite similar handover area results against

all HYS levels compared to the HWPC algorithm. Both algorithms show that the mean

handover area is wide at low HYS and as HYS increases the handover area becomes

narrow and is delayed from the cell boundary (2000meters)'

As was discussed in section 5.4, the SOPC-G algorithm provides smaller call degrada-

tion (figures 5.27 and 5.28) and lower power consumption (figures 5.29 and 5.30). This is

what we expected to achieve in the handover algorithm analysis using a power control al-

gorithm. We concluded in the previous chapters that without a power control algorithm,

a strong transmit power of a BS (providing high RSS to MS) always gives a lower call

degradation regardless of the number of handover requests. However, the power control

algorithm shows the way to obtain an efficient transmit power level decision without in-

creasing the call degradation which we have used for a call quality measure in handover

algorithm analysis.
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of call degradations and the mean normalised AFD per handover procedure,

shows that a short handover processing interval gives better service quality

but more handover requests than those of a long handover processing interval.

2 In the SOPC algorithm analysis, we obtained valuable results as follows

(a) The SOPC algorithm can reduce significantly the mean power consumptions

compared to the SWPC algorithm.

(b) However the SOPC algorithm gives much worse handover request characteris-

tics than those of the SWPC algorithm, because an accurate transmit power

decision, which is a sort of a next signal prediction, in randomly fading radio

propagation environment is very difficult.

(c) Based on 2(a) and 2(b), we understand that there is a trade off between

the mean power consumption and the handover request characteristics in the

SOPC algorithm.

(d) To improve the poor handover request characteristics mentioned in 2(c), we

developed the SOPC-G algorithm which combines the SOPC algorithm with

a guard band. This SOPC-G algorithm is very useful for measuring effi-

ciently the trade off between the mean power consumption and the handover

request characteristics, because the guard band eliminates the unnecessary

next transmit power level decision in SOPC algorithm, which is caused by

signal fading.

(e) Based on 2(c) and 2(d), even if one of the important goals of the po$/er

control algorithm is to reduce the co-channel interfence by decreasing the

transmit power of the MS and BS, the handover request characteristics should

be investigated carefully to develop a more efficient and reliable power control

algorithm.

(f) Fast handover decision and its fast processing are important. However because

we cannot optimize the length of the signal averaging time in a faded radio

environment, a short handover processing interval will give better call quality.

A good choice of HYS can minimize the number of handover requests, improve

the call quality.



Chapter 6

Handover Performance

Enhancement Schemes

6.1- Introduction

In the previous chapter, a new handoff algorithm which takes into account nonzero han-

dover processing intervals, has been developed and analysed. Handover request char-

acteristics relevant to cail quality have also been investigated. We found that the call

degradation caused by the handover request processing interval cannot be overlooked and

it is very difficult to minimise or reduce, unless the handover decision is very accurate

and intelligent to predict the signal strength during the handover processing interval.

This is very difficult in reality. Further investigation of the call degradation experienced

during the handover processing interval is valuable. For system performance analysis

we need to investigate the causes of call drop. From the system point of view, there is

another parameter related to the handover request processing interval, caused by sig-

nalling traffic delays resulting from congestion and queueing in the processing system

hardware. We call this the handouer waiting interual. These handover processing and

waiting intervals will increase the call degradation, that is, increase the call drop, thus

reducing the system performance. In this chapter, using the knowledge which we have

gained from chapters 3, 4 and 5 in relation to handover algorithm analysis, the new

handoff algorithm is evaluated at the mobile system level to determine the effects of this
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Figure 6.1: Cell Layout

particularly the handover rejection schemes and channel reservation scheme will be in-

troduced and discussed.

6.2 System Model

6.2.L Cell Layout

In the scenario that we have chosen for this study, 12 BSs having 2km radius are linearly

located on the highway as shown in figure 6.1. Four BSs are controiled by a base station

center (BSC) and 3 BSCs are controlled by a mobile switching center (MSC). Four lanes

on the highway pass through the center of each cell where the BS is located. The MS

moves along the highway with a constant speed: 72kmph for the high speed model.

Inter MS distance is 10 meters and MSs moving out of the cell located at the end of the

cell layout (BS0 or BS11) enter into the opposite end cell. Thus 800 MSs per cell are

travelling all the time.

I ---+-

BSCI BSC2BSCO
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Table 6.1: CIR Variation Versus propagation path loss slope "y

"l j at the center of cell j at the cell boundary

2.0 15.05 dB 12.55 dB

2.5 19.57 dB 16.46 dB

3.0 24.08 dB 20.34 dB

4.0 33.11 dB 28.12 dB

6.2.4 Co-channel Interference Ratio (CIR)

In this study we mainly consider the channel reuse distance to be 16 km (four BSs).

Thus there are a maximum of two interferers in one tier. CIR is measured when the

carrier is 2 km away and the two interferers are 12 and 16 km away as follows:

P,(2)
Iwatts]P,(t2) + P"(16)

27.0r dB (6 3)

If we measure CIR based on the path loss slope, 7 ranges from 2 to a [50]. 7 depends on

the topography of terrain and cannot be less than 2, which is the free-space condition.

C r-1
r : fg, D-: (6'4)

where r is the cell radius in km, 7 is the propagation path loss slope ranges 2 to 4, K7

is the number of co-channel interferers, D¿ is the distance between a receiver and an

interferer in km.

CIR is measured and shown in table 6.1 for the cases where r is2, K¡ is 2 and D; is 16

and 12 and 'y varies 2 to 4 dB.

Based on the CIR of 27.01 dB shown in equation 6.3, 7 reaches 4. This is the value

used for the general propagation attenuation model [80]. We now understand that a BS

channel reuse distance of 4 represents a good choice because the CIR is greater than

the 18 dB needed to provide acceptable voice quality such that slow fading and CIR do

C :I
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l. Report Averaged RSS

Figure 6.2: Handover Process Modules and Procedures

(channel request) message to the channel server to occupy a new radio channel as shown

in scenario 3. Based on the radio resource status of the new-BS, the MS receives the

handover success message, HO ACK (handover acknowledge) or the handover failure

message, HO NACK (handover not acknowledge) from the BSC.

¡ Handover Algorithm

We use the basic handover algorithm classified into normal and enforced handover re-

quests on the basis of the EN handover algorthm concept, as foliows:

1. The Normal Condition in the Basic Handover algorithm (NCBH):

RSS(m)+ HYS I r?.9S(n) and RSS(m),n.9.9(n) > MIN-TH (6 5)

2. The Enforced Condition in the Basic Handover algorithm (ECBH)

Ë,9.9(rn) <MIN-TH and ËSS(n) >MIN-TH (6.6)

where rn is the current BS Id, n is a neighbouring BS ld, HY S is the hysteresis window

in dB and M I N -T H is a minimum RSS threshold, which is normally taken to be -130dB.
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6.4 Performance Analysis

An accurate and efficient system performance analysis will be useful in attempts to im-

prove the system performance. To obtain accurate data, appropriate system performance

measurements are chosen by system designers and system operators. In a mobile envi-

ronment, obtaining accurate data is a much harder task than for fixed systems such as

the public switch trunk network (PSTN), because of the randomnesses of various system

parameters which are difficult to predict in the system operation environment. One of

the system performance measurements which differs most significantly between mobile

(wireless) networks and the PSTN, is call drop rate. In the wireless environment this is

considered to be more important than new call blocking from user service point of view.

Based on the handover request characteristics studied in the previous Chapters 3, 4

and 5, call drop occurs by disconnection of a user or a system when the received signal

strength from the current BS falts below a receive threshold level for a certain period of

time. There are many factors which cause this call drop in the mobile environment. We

explain this in more detail with regard to the handover server mentioned above.

The handover arrival rate is dependent on five categories: 1) user behavior, 2) cell layout,

3) radio propagation model, 4) handover model and 5) system resource management.

More details of each category are shown in table 6.2.

In the early stages of mobile system performance studies, many such studies involved sys-

tem performance measurement and enhancement with the assumption that the blocking

of handover requests is equivalent to the call drop rates. Posner et al. 122] and Guérin

[23] used this assumption and created an analytical model with the further assumptions

that the following call drop elements of table 6.2: (1.3) is Poisson distributed' (1.4)

is negative exponentially distributed, (4.8) is Poisson distributed, (5.3) is FCA. They

adjusted (5.a) to decrease call drop rates but it showed clearly that the reduction of

call drop rates results in a dramatic increase of the new call blocking probability. To

minimise the call blocking probability they also adjusted element (5.6).

Hong et al. l2I] also used this assumption. They focussed more on the call drop elements

(1.1) and (1.2) of user behavior in table 6.2 and (2.1) in cell layout. They derived

teletraffic models of user behavior such as (1.3) and (1.4). They discovered that (5.4)
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These studies 122,23,21,771all contributed to creating more reliable teletraffic models

of mobile systems and showed that the handover arrivals were more important than the

new call arrivals from the system and user quality point of view. However they did

not consider the categories 2 and 3 in table 6.2 in their model. That means that the

performance analyses based on their models may not be accurate and reliable.

Many studies have been done with concentration on the radio propagation model (cat-

egory 3) in table 6.2. Chu at al. 179,35] developed an analytical highway model using

generalised fired channel assignment (GFCA). They included path loss (3.1), slow fad-

ing (3.2) and CIR (3.a) but not autocorrelation of slow fading (3.3). They defined the

call drop as occurring in two ways: the signal strength fallen below the minimum re-

ceive threshold, and the handover request call does not flnd any free channel at a target

BS. They showed that the BS selection for new call attempts (GFCA) provides better

performance than for FCA.

Luo eú at. l78l investigate city microcell system performance with considerations of the

major elements in categories 1), 2), 3) and 5), with the exception of (3.3)' They also

assumed that the handover blocking probability is not equal to the call drop rate, that

is, the call drop rate is based on the signal strength from current BS. They used the

handover queueing scheme (5.5) for improving system performance, in particular call

drop rates.

Senarath et al. [7] also investigated system performance in the Manhattan microcellular

model (2.2) with various BS transmit power (2.3) and most elements in category 3)

such as the path loss model (3.1) of Hata [8] and Harly [81], lognormal fading (3.2)'

exponential correlation function of slow fading (3.3) [9, 49] and CIR (3.4). They included

the handover algorithm (4.1) and HYS (4.2) into their model as well, with the exception

of the handover request processing time (4.7 and 4.8 in table 6.2). In their ongoing

research [59], they improved call drop rates by using handover priority (5.4) and handover

queueing (5.5) schemes. They also made an assumption that the cail drop rate is not

based on the handover blocking probabilìty but rather on the signal strength and the

channel availability at the target BS.

Kuek et at. 124) also investigated a bidirectional highway microcell model. They consid-

ered most elements in categories 1), 2),3) and 5) with the exception of (3.a). They used

,
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measure.
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o New Call Blocking ProbabilitY

The New Call Blocking ProbabilitY:

total number of calls blocked
total number of new calls

(6.7)

is one of the important measures related to the grade of service (GOS) in mobile commu-

nication systems because one of the main functions of the wireless terminals is to make

or receive a call anytime and anywhere. In the highway mobile system model, new calls

can only be blocked when all radio channels at the channel server located in the current

BS are busy.

o Ilandover Blocking ProbabilitY

Handover Blocking Probability:

total number of handovers blocked
r ho - total number of handovers

(6.8)

is used to show how many handover requests are blocked in the middle of a call conver-

sation. A handover request is considered to be blocked when all channels at the channel

server are busy, just as when a new call is blocked. In addition we consider that the

handover request can be blocked in the handover server due to delay of the handover

reponse. We have an interesting aspect of the analysis of P¡o, in that unless the blocked

handover request causes the call conversation to disconnect, handover blocking does not

directly cause call drop. That is, the handover blocking probability is not equal to the

call drop rate. The call drop rates and the call drop decisions are discussed next.

o Call Drop Rates

The call drop rates are given by:

total number of calls dropped
Pd,op: (total number of new calls - total number of calls blocked)

(6.e)
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With the purpose of examining how the handover request response time (handover queue-

ing time plus handover processing time) affects the system performance, the average

queueing time at the handover server shown in figure 6.2 is measured. In particular, this

queueing time is used to gain further understanding of the features of the call drop rates

caused by handover process delay.

6.4.2 Call Drop Analysis

In this chapter, the call drop decision is defined on the basis of the call degradation

conditions studied in subsection 3.2.5 and 3.4.6 in Chapter 4 and subsection 4.2.1 in

Chapter 4. First of all we will review the call degradation conditions as follows:

1. No-Signal Call Degradation condition (NDtrG)

ßSS(all BSs) < MIN-TH (6.13)

2. Sudden Call Degradation condition (SDEG):

,R^9,S(current BS) < MIN:IH and ,RSS(neighbour BS) > MIN-TH (6.14)

where ,BSS is the received signal strength and M I N -T H is the minimum signal strength.

We have used the mean number of call degradations as a call quality measure in the

previous chapters, because call degradation conditions can reveal the different charac-

teristics of the handover algorithm for various BS transmit power levels and HYS levels,

which is not clearly revealed by other measures such as the number of handover requests.

Therefore we use call degradation for the call drop condition in system performance anal-

ysis.

'lhe call drop conditi,on is that if the received signal strength from the current BS falls

below M I N:I H during a call conversation, then we will consider the call to be dropped.

A question arises why the MS experiences this call drop condition. There are two con-

ventional reasons:
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Figure 6.3: Call Drop Model

6.4.3 Results

For simulation analysis, each BS has 50 channels and the offered traffic per channel is

assumed to be 0.95 for the heavy traffic model. Thus the new call arrival rate is 0.451

calls/sec/BS for heavy traffic. The call holding time is negative exponentially distributed

with mean 105.6 seconds as used by COX [83], but the channel holding time is based

on the handover conditions. Two different BS transmit power conditions: 25%o and

50% overlapping, are used. All MSs move 72kph constant speed and the signal average

distance is 40 meters (about 120)).

The service time at the handover server, *, it 50ms and 500ms for the fast handover

processing model (FHPM) and the slow handover processing model (SHPM) respectively.

The handover server has 60 waiting queues. The call will be dropped regardless of queue

size, when the received signal strength of each MS monitoring individually every signal

averaging interval by the system, falls below the M I N -T H : -130d8.

To get rid of edge effect s 124,82] in this linear highway simulation model, the results are

only measured at the center BS (856 in figure 6.1).
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This means that even if a high speed of handover request processing reduces the delayed

call drop rates, two other call drop effects: no-channel and nonoverlapping call drop,

contribute to this total call drop rate (curves 1 and 3 in figure 6.5). Those two call drop

effects will be discused next.

o Nonoverlapping Call Drop

We now focus on the call drop caused by weak BS transmit power. In general, as

the BS transmit power increases, the overlapped area between BSs increases and the

MS can obtain stronger power from the current BS throughout a call conversation. To

avoid any confusion caused by the three call drop effects in the nonoverlapping call drop

analysis, we use FHPM to keep the delayed call drop rate to almost zero. In figure 6'7,

when the overlapping condition is 25T0, the nonoverlapping call drop rate (graph 3) is

about a half of the total call drop rates (graph 1) over the whole range of HYS, while the

nonoverlapping call drop rate (graph 4) is almost zero over all HYS when the overlapping

condition is 50%. However, the total call drop rate (graph 2 in figure 6.7) is maintained

at more than 1% over the whole range of HYS levels. We have seen the importance

of the overlapping conditions, in other words the BS transmit power level, in system

performance analysis and improvement. This is the same as we discovered during the

call degradation analysis in chapters 3, 4 and 5.

When the overlapping condition is 50% and the handover request processing time is

50ms, we obtained almost zero nonoverlapping call drop rate in figure 6.7 and almost

zero delayed call drop rate in figure 6.6. Thus the difference between curves 2 and 4 in

figure 6.7 is considered to be caused by no-channel call drop. This no-channel call drop

will be discussed next.

¡ No-Channel Call Drop

In figure 6.8, we show the total call drop rates and the no-channel call drop rates, when

the overlapping conditions is 25% and 50%. FHPM is used for the handover request

processing model. Therefore the portion of the delayed call drop rate out of the total

call drop rate is negligible. When the overlapping condition is 25To,the no-channel call

drop rate (graph 3) takes about half of the total call drop rate (graph 1) over all values

of HYS, while the no-channel call drop rate (graph 4) is the same as the total call drop
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6.4.4 Proposed Grade of Service (PGOS and PGOSI) and To-

tal Call drop rates

The curves 2 and 4 in figure 6.9 show that the call degradation contribution to PGOSl

at ¡dB HYS is almost I00% of PGOSI, and that this portion reduces as HYS increases.

This is because very high cáll drop rates at low HYS provide more opportunities for new

call arrivals to occupy free channels. In contrast when HYS is high, the portion of the new

call blocking probability (difference between graph 4 and graph 2) in PGOS1 increases,

and that difference is less than the total call drop rate (graph 2). Similar characteristics

are achieved over the whole range of HYS levels when the handover request processing

interval is 50ms (curves 1 and 3). Thus we see that the system performance, from the call

drop (user service) point of view, is poor. However, as the BS transmit power increases

from 25% to 50% and the handover request processing time decreases from 500ms to

50ms, the portion of total call degradation in PGOS1 (graph 1 in figure 6.10) is much

less than the new call blocking probability (difference between graph 3 and graph 1 in

figure 6.10). As HYS increases, that is, as the handover request queueing time decreases,
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becomes 0.25. Thus a reduction of P"o¡¡ from 5% to 0 can cause call drop rate to increase

by about four times. On the other hand a big reduction in P¿ro, c?.rt only cause P"o¡¡ to

increase by a factor of f.

If the CA is placed at 0.5 Wc¿,, that is, P.o¿¡ arrd P¿,orhave equal variation, then AYr

will be 0.05 and AYz will be 0.05. Thus Yz is 0'1.

The PGOS analysis will help us to understand better how to evaluate and improve

system performance in terms of call drop rates and the new call blocking probability.

In summary we have investigated a linear highway model using various parameters, in

particular hysteresis windows and handover processing intervals in the handover model'

The effect of the handover processing time and its queueing time at the handover server

has been investigated as one of the reasons for call drop. This investigation which is an

extended study of our previous 'hard handoff algorithm analysis' in Chapter 5 provided

valuable results from the system performance analysis point of view. The effect called

delayed call drop showed that the handover request processing delay at the system level

wili affect the system performance. Two conventional reasons for call drop: no-channel

call drop and nonoverlapping call drop, have also been examined in this section.

The next section focuses on the improvement of call drop rate, because P¿,oo is normally

considered to be more important thar- P"o¿¡ in a wireless environment. \Me consider the

system performance enhancement based on the results of analyses of those three call drop

effects. We hope that some system performance enhancement will be gained naturally if

our call drop effects are classified and correctly analysed.

6.5 Performance Enhancement

One of the more popular methods for improving the call drop rate is to use a handover

request priority scheme (we refer to this scheme as the channel reservation scheme in

this thesis) 121, 34]. The main concept for this scheme is to give more opportunity to

the handover requests to access free channels, rather than the call requests, by reserving

some portions of the free channels exclusively for the handover requests. The rest of

channels are shared with the call requests and the handover requests. This channel

2r9
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(Ch-TH), the enforced handover requests (equation 6.6) only are permitted to access

free channels. That means the normal handover requests (equation 6.5) are rejected. But

if the number of busy channels is less than (ChJffI), both types of handover requests

are accepted at the destination BS. If this load sharing scheme operates at each BS, then

it is called the BS rejection scheme. If the load sharing scheme operates at each BSC,

then it is called the BSC rejection scheme. Both schemes will be investigated when the

user demands are heavy, p (offered traffic/ch) : 0.95.

o BS Rejection Scheme

In figure 6.13, the handover rejection scheme is shown. The handover algorithm invokes

a handover request (block 1). The system then checks the handover rejection type flag

(block 2). If the flag is set by the BS Rejection Scheme, then the system will extract

the destination BS ID of the handover request from the data base (block 3) and then

examine the channel usage status at the destination BS (block a). If the number of

busy channels, the channel usage, is less than a threshold (Cî:IH) (block 4), then

the handover request is transferred to the channel server of the destination BS. But if

the number of busy channels is greater than the threshold, then the invoked handover

request will be checked for its handover request type (block 5). If it is a normal handover

request, then it will be rejected, otherwise the enforced handover request will be passed

over to the destination BS. If there is a free channel (block 12) at the channel server, this

handover request will access a free channel (block 13), otherwise the handover request

will be blocked (block 14).

¡ BSC Rejection Scheme

In general a BSC controls a set of BSs to maintain the call procedures in the mobile

system. The BSC rejection scheme ensures that if any BS in a set satisfies the condition

for BS rejection as discussed in the previous subsection, then every BS in the set will

initiate the BS rejection scheme. We explain details of the BSC rejection scheme as

follows. After a handover request is invoked, the system gets its destination BS ID and

the IDs of other BSs controlled by the same BSC (block 6). If at least one BS has its

channel usage greater than a threshold (block 7), only enforced handover requests will

be passed over to the destination BS (block 5), and normal handover requests will be

rejected. After that the flows are exactly the same as the BS rejection scheme.
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6.6.2 Results

As we have seen in figures 6.4 and 6.6, an overloaded handover processor causes call drop

rate to be high. Thus we control the normal handover request arrival rate based on the

channel usage to reduce the handover process delay as well as the delayed call drop rate

by using the handover request rejection scheme.

To investigate the performance of the handover rejection schemes, we choose the model

in which the call drop is delayed call drop, that is, handover request processing time is

500ms (SHPM), as we have already seen in figures 6.4 and 6.6. This model uses the FCA

scheme. To identify this model with the handover rejection scheme, we refer to it as the

FCA scheme. Then we combine the BS and BSC handover rejection schemes with this

model. The (ChJlfl) is set to 80%.

In figures 6.14 and 6.15, we compare the mean queueing time of handovers between the

BS and BSC rejection schemes and the FCA scheme when the overlapping conditions

arc 25 and 50%. Both BS and BSC rejection schemes reduce the mean queueing time

dramatically at low and medium HYS but maintain a similar queueing time at high HYS

of the FCA scheme regardless of overlapping conditions'

The delayed call drop rate shown in figures 6.16 and 6.17 also decreases sìgnificantly.

Again it maintains similar levels at high HYS for the FCA scheme regardless of the over-

lapping conditions. The delayed call drop rate remains at about 2To and ITo for 25 and

50% overlapping conditions respectively over the whole range of HYS levels. Therefore

it is demonstrated that the handover rejection schemes can be useful for improving the

call drop rate caused by handover processing delay.

To examine the overall system performance of handover rejection schemes, we measure

the total call drop rate as shown in figures 6.18 and 6.19. The total call drop rate is

about 6To and 23% for 25% and 50% of overlapping conditions respectively for all HYS

levels. The handover rejection scheme demonstrates similar total call drop rates for the

FCA scheme at high HYS. We believe in the main that the handover rejection schemes

reduce the delayed call drop rates because the difference between delayed and total call

drop rates maintains the same level, about 4To and 1.3% for 25% and 50% overlapping

conditions respectively over the whole range of HYS levels.

223
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Figure 6.15: Mean Handover Process Queueing Time of Handover Rejection Scheme

(50% overlapping condition and 500ms handover processing time), offered traffic per

channel : 0.95

Now we consider one of the popular system performance enhancement schemes, the

channel reservation scheme, to reduce the no-channel call drop rates.

6.5.3 Channel Reservation Schemes

The channel reservation scheme is shown in fi.gure 6.20. The idea is that handover arrivals

and new call arrivals will access free channels in C Ht, but if all channeis in CfI1 are

busy, then the new call arrìvals will be blocked but the handover requests will access free

channels in C H2. The handover and the new call blocking probability is varied based

on the ratio between C Hy and C Hz. In general, if the proportion of C Ht increases, the

new cail blocking probability increases but the handover blocking probability decreases.

However the proportion of C.[1r should be carefully selected to reduce the handover

blocking probability by maintaining a reasonable new call blocking probability.

To demonstrate the effects on the total and no-channel call drop rates of the channel
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Figure 6.18: Total Call drop Rates of Handover Rejection Scheme (25% overlapping

condition and 500ms handover processing time), offered traffi.c per channel : 0.95
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Figure 6.19: Total Call drop Rates of Handover Rejection Scheme (50% overlapping

condition and 500ms handover processing time), offered traffic per channel : 0.95
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: 0.95

6.5.4 Combination Handover Rejection Scheme with Channel

Reservation Scheme (HR-CR)

We believe that the rates of each of the three types of call drop can be reduced effectively

when an appropriate individual enhancement scheme is operated. This is quite reason-

able based on the analyses of BS and BSC handover rejection schemes and the channel

reservation scheme. Moreover if those individual performance enhancement schemes are

combined, then we can expect further call drop rate reduction than for individual en-

hancement schemes. In this study we consider the handover rejection scheme with an

80% channel usage at each channel server and 40% of channels reserved for the han-

dover requests. The mean queueing time for handover request processing is shown in

figure 6.22. The combination scheme (HR-CR) provides the shortest queueing time at

low and medium HYS out of the three schemes: FCA, BSC rejection scheme and HR-CR

scheme. When HYS is greater than 9dB, the mean queueing time is the same among

those schemes. In figure 6.23, the HR-CR scheme shows the lowest total call drop rate.
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Figure 6.23: Call drop Rates of Combination scheme, offered traffic per channel : 0.95

performance enhancement schemes from the call drop point of view. We propose PGOS

and PGOS1 as new performance measure.

1. Firstly, in handover performance measurement we found results as follows

(u) A long handover request response (service time plus queueing time) time can

cause call drop to increase.

(b) Thus a new call drop category, delayed call drop, should be considered with

other two conventional call drop categories: no-channel call drop and nonover-

lapping call drop.

(c) The BS transmit power level affects all three call drop categories but the BS

transmit level increment cannot entirely get rid of delayed and no-channel call

drop, while nonoverlapping call drop is reduced to almost zero.

2. Secondly, in handover performance enhancement, we found very important results
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future'Work

7.L Concluslons

In this thesis a number of handover algorithms in cellular mobile systems have been

analysed and simulated to provide a more complete picture of the handover algorithm

design and system performance enhancement, and to investigate the reasons for call

drop. In particular the handover algorithm in this thesis uses the rectangular (block)

window, which has not been investigated to any extent, rather than one of the more

popular methods such as the rectangular sliding window, for averaging the received

signal strength. The rectangular window method has the advantage of generating a

smaller number of handover requests compared to the rectangular sliding windows, as

we have discussed in subsection 2.4.3.

Previously published research on the handover algorithm analyses and the call drop

analyses has assumed that the handover request decision and process time is negligibly

small. This assumption is hardly acceptable in current digital mobile systems. Moreover

those analyses have been done individually, even though the system performance is

strongly related to the characteristics of the handover algorithms. The work presented

in this thesis has attempted to reveal, firstly the handover request characteristics of

the handover algorithms using various handover decision and process intervals from the

handover algorithm analysis point of view in chapters 3, 4 and 5, and secondly the

system performance based on the various handover decision and process intervals from

233
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relative measurements of received signal strength, while the EN handover algorithm uses

both relative and absolute measurement of received signal strength. Lastly, the zero

time handoff and hard handoff algorithms are classified based on the length of handover

processing interval in chapter 5. We assume that the handover request processing interval

of the zero time handoff algorithm is too short to result in significant call degradation or

call disconnection during the interval. In addition, the handover processing wait interval

which may be caused by heavy signalling traffic at the mobile system level, is introduced

and studied in chapter 6.

Chapter 3 commences the investigation of handover request characteristics with simula-

tion and analytical models. First of all, we review the radio simulator model. Then we

introduce autocorrelation effects in slow fading as an important parameter which changes

the handover request characteristics. As done in many other studies [9, 7, 11,24,58]',

we also consider the exponentional autocorrelation function of Gudmundson [49] for a

correlation model. A simple model consisting of two base stations and one mobile station

is considered to investigate the performance of handover algorithm. The call degradation

conditions for a new handover algorithm performance measurement is displayed. This

investigation has certain important goals:

1. Conventional handover request characteristic measurements such as the mean num-

ber of handover requests and the mean handover area are valuable to analyse the

performance in various handover algorithms.

2. How the MS speed, the overlapping condition and autocorrelation function affect

the handover characteristics.

3. Development an analytical model to verify the simulation results.

Based on the simulation results described in section 3.3, we saw that as the signal averag-

ing interval becomes short (slow movement of MS and/or short signal averaging intervai),

the mean number of handover requests increases regardless of the form of the handover

algorithms. However, as HYS increases the mean number of handover requests reduces

dramatically. In the basic handover algorithm analysis, we found that high HYS pro-

duces the same number of handover requests regardless of the length of signal averaging
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quests can only reduce the call degradations caused by unnecessarily high HYS. However

the EN handover algorithm becomes useful when it becomes difficult to make a correct

decision for the HYS level, because this algorithm demonstrates only small variations in

the number of call degradations and handover requests, and in the the mean handover

area and call degradation points over the whole range of HYS levels.

The results of call degradation analysis shows that an excessively high HYS will increase

the call degradation for users. However a correct decision for the HYS level will help

to minimise the mean number of handover requests and the mean number of call degra-

dations. These conclusions are very important for an efficient analysis of the handover

algorithm and for developing an accurate handover algorithm.

In section 3.4, analytical models for the basic and the EN handover algorithms are de-

rived to verify the results obtained in the simulation study. These models assume that

the sampled and averaged signals are stationary Gaussian random variables. A two-state

Markov model is used for the analytical models of the basic and the EN handover al-

gorithm. The analytical model of the call degradation conditions is also derived based

on two-state Markov models. The correlation among the samples within the rectangular

window is consìdered to be an exponential autocorrelation function proposed by Gud-

mundson [9]. The handover request characteristics are compared between analytical and

simulation models in two models: uncorrelated and correlated.

For the uncorrelated model, the mean number of handover requests of the analytical

model in the basic handover algorithm agrees well with that of the simulation model at

medium and high HYS, while it is does not agree well at low HYS. The analytical model

shows quite similar results for the number of total call degradations and no-signal call

degradations versus HYS. The mean number of normal and enforced handover requests

of the analytical model also agrees well with that of simulation model at medium and

high HYS. In the EN handover algorithm analysis, the analytical model also shows quite

similar behaviour for the total call degradations and no-signal call degradations versus

HYS.

The comparisons for the correlated model give some important results

1. Correlation function is an additional factor affecting the handover request charac-
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power model investigated in Chapter 4. This is an extension of the research which has

been published in [12, 13].

The MS experiences quite different handover request characteristics in the unequal trans-

mit power model as follows:

1. The mean number of handover requests does not change between the equal and

unequal transmit power models.

2. The mean number of call degradations shows clearly the difference between the

equal and unequal transmit power models. When the transmit power of the source

BS is greater than that of the destination BS, the MS experiences the smallest

number of call degradations over the whole range of HYS, while when the transmit

power of source BS is less than that of the destination BS, the MS has the largest

number of call degradations.

3. Unnecessarily high HYS causes the mean number of call degradations to become

worse

4. The variation of the mean power consumption of the MS shows similar charac-

teristics to the variation of call degradations versus HYS. This is because the call

degradation conditions are related to the absolute measurement of the received

signal strength.

5. The mean handover area and the mean call degradation points are also shifted as

the overlapping area varies in equal power model.

6. The correlation function affects the mean number of handover requests and call

degradations.

7. The verification of simulation results using two-state Markov models showed quite

good comparisons (the uncorrelated model is used).

Discussions with Professor David Everitt at the University of Melbourne identified fur-

ther research on handover characteristics when the MS has equal path loss from both

BSs during a trip, that is, slow fading is the only factor in the handover algorithm anal-

ysis. This question, which provided some useful additional information, had not been
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The importance of cell selection is emphasized to show that different handover request

characteristics will be achieved with and without cell selection in the worst case' This

becomes more important from the teletraffic analysis of mobile systems, because when

the MS attempts a new call within the overlapping area, the MS can only be selected by

a BS which provides the strongest transmit power. Our investigation has been done from

thehandoveralgorithmanalysispointof view,whileChuel al. 179,35] andSenaratheú

al. [7] discussed the importance of cell selection in from a mobile system performance

analysis point of view.

The call degradation conditions rather than the conventional measurements have been

used to obtain efficient handover algorithm analysis data: the mean number of handover

requests and the mean handover area. However, the call degradation conditions are not

suitable for revealing the change in call quality as the signal averaging interval varies. To

make fair comparisons, we introduced the modified average fade duration (mAFD) which

is a function of the average fade duration and the probability that the MS is connected to

the current BS during a trip. The normalised level crossing rate, which is a second-order

statistic 115,27,50] in signal strength measurement in mobilesystems, is used as a basic

element of mAFD. W.C.Y. Lee [27] recommended that the performance measurements

combined with the level crossing rate and average fade duration will provide valuable

data. In this way, the new measure nAFD gave important results in section 4.4 as

follows:

1. The comparisons using mAFD are quite reasonable, because they show similar

behavior of the call degradations versus HYS when Tou is fixed.

2. When ?o, varies, a long 7", (7" being fixed) generates similar call quality in terms

of 6AFD compared to a short To,. However, during most of the travelling time a

short 4, provides a lower nAFD (better call quality) to the MS than that for a

long ?}, as we have shown in accumulative mAFD comparisons.

The introduction of mAFD and the comparisons of handover request characteristics

based on the nAFD is quite useful when the signal averaging interval is different. More-

over the mAFD becomes a valuable call quality measure when the received signal strength

is a handover decision criterion like the call degradation condition. In addition the signal

a
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algorithm of Vijayan et al. provides the best performance because they assume very fast

handover request processing time.

These results also suggest further possible investigations of the different handover request

processing intervals as well as handover request processing delays which can possibly

occur at the mobile system level.

Chapter 5 also examines the zero time handover algorithm combined with power control

based on the discussions with Professor David Everitt and Gamini Senarath at the 2nd

Bi-Annual International Conference on Mobile and Personal Communications Systems

in Adelaide and at the University of Melbourne, and the results of the worst case study

in section 4.3. This study is identified to be valuable because the performance of the

power control algorithm can be analysed from the handover algorithm point of view, while

previously published studies [70, 51, 55, 52] mainly focus on the system capacity analysis

of the power control algorithm using outage probability. We combine the adaptive power

control algorithm (in which the next transmit power level is decided based on the signal

strength received recently) with the zero time handoff algorithm (which is the same as

the hard handofi algorithm but using almost zero handover request processing interval).

First of ali, we measure the handover request characteristics when the power control

algorithm achieves the best (lowest) power consumptions as follows:

1. A power control algorithm based on previously measured received signal strength

can provide lower power consumption but rather poor handover request character-

istics to users. A power control algorithm analysis combined with the handover

algorithm can provide more accurate data for designing a power control algorithm'

However, as Zander [69] has stated, transmitter power reduction using power con-

trol in a link will cause the link to be more vulnerable to interference. Thus to

develop an perfect power control algorithm may be very difficult.

2. A faster handover decision in zero time handoff algorithms using OdB HYS may

not be useful, even making the handover request characteristics worse, unless the

power decision in the power control algorithm is accurate. This is because when

the power decision is not correct, and HYS is high causing the power decision

to be delayed (slow handover decision) the handover request characteristics will
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In Chapter 5, investigations of the zero time handoff algorithm combined with power

control have been done in a simple model in which the co-channel interference ratio is

negligible, MS movement is restricted from one BS to the other, uplink power is equal to

the downlink power, and call holding time is equal to the travelling time of MS. Thus the

performance of power control and handoff algorithms will be different as the models have

different environments, for example when the uplink po\Ã/er is not equal to the downlink

power, or the MS direction and speed of travel is random. However the basic properties

of the handover performance revealed in Chapter 5 are valuable for further investigations

of different models in which the handover request processing intervals are not negligibly

small and/or the handoff algorithm is combined with power control.

Chapter 6, investigates the effects on the system performance of various handover request

processing intervals in the hard handoff algorithm, and classifies the reasons for call

drop based on the research of the early chapters. Moreover to minimise the call drop

phenomenon called 'delay call drop', handover rejection schemes are introduced and

analysed. The call drop reasons are classified into three: Delay Call Drop in which

a call is dropped because of relatively long delay of handover request process caused

by heavy signalling traffic (in that chapter we only considered the signalling traffic of

handover requests when the system is heavy loaded); No-channel Call Drop in which a

call is dropped because of channel shortage; and Nonoverlapping Call Drop where a call

is dropped because of insufficient BS transmit power.

The delay call drop analysis provides useful results as follows

1. As we have found that the handover request processing interval influences the

call degradations in the hard handoff analysis, the delay in the handover request

processing can affect the system performance.

2. This delay call drop can be minimised by providing fast handover request process-

ìng procedures. However this solution is not simple to implement. Thus we use

handover rejection schemes using two types of handover requests and load sharing

schemes.

3. The handover rejection schemes are efficient for reducing the call dropout rates

caused by the handover request processing delay.
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2. One solution for signal prediction, the adaptive averaging methodology [16], needs

more attention.

3. Call drop analyses based on the signal quality as well as signal strength for an accu-

rate system performance analysis and an efficient and effective system performance

enhancement, would be valuable.
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Appendix A

Mathematical Analysis for Radio

Simulator

4.1- Rayleigh Fading

The mathematical backgrounds for the radio simulator used for radio channel model in

the simulation study are presented here. The fields of the l/ arriving waves are assumed

to be a random baseband signal superimposed on a carrier. By following Rice [86]'s

representation of a random noise signal, equation 2.21 becomes:

E(t) : RelE,): RelT(t)e'"') (A.1)

where T (t) : EoÐI=, cn¿r('*tcos(o")+Ó')

ø" is the carrier frequency, a^ is the maximum Doppler frequency, en are the arrival

waves's angles, cn is a set of normalised constants such that < Df=t "?, 
): 1, and

un: e, cos(ar).

If we assume that Nl2 is an odd integer, then ?(ú) becomes:

N/2-r
( f ["r,,"t+d.) 1 "-t@^trÓ-")ttn=l

¡st@.t+ó N) ¡ "-t@^t+d-rv))

r(t): Es

JÑ
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(A.6)

(A.7)

(4.11)

No

X.(t) : 2 Dcos(p,") cos(ø,Í) ¡ rt cos(a) cos(ø-ú)

^¡oX "(t) 
: 2 Dsin(B') cos(ø,ú) * tÆ sin(a) cos(ø-ú)

n=l

n=l

where a is an arrival angle, B, is the phase, lüo is the number of offset oscillators, and

ø," is the doppler frequency shift'

The first terms in equations 4.6 and 4.7 represent oscillators having Doppler shifted fre-

quencies ]u* cos(2" I N) to -u* cos(2zr/,nú). The second term in the equation represents

the maximum Doppler frequency *a^ and -us^.

The output of the simulator is:

Y (t) : X.(t)cos(a.'"ú) + X"(¿) sin(a.'"ú) (A.8)

Each component of the received field is approximately zero mean Gaussian distributed,

but the envelope of Y (t) is approximately Rayleigh distributed.

Jake uses < X: >È< X? > and < X"X" >= 0 to make the phase of the simulator output

random and uniformly distributed for 0 to2tr. He chooses o:0 and {l: rnl(NoIl),
thus ( X"X" >- 0 and the mean-square of both components are defined as follows:

x:(t) - ^ro (A.e)

X:(t):^lo+l (A'10)

Because we assumed that c : 0 arrd B : rnl(No + 1), the inphase and quadrature

components shown in equations 4.6 and 4.7 are given by:

No

x.(t) :zDcos(B') cos(u*t) t t/icos(a*t)
n=l

Ne

x "(t) : 2 Dsin(B") cos(ø'ú)
n=L

(A.12)



Appendix B

Level Crossing Rate

Since \rye assume that the slow fading signal g is lognormally distributed with a mean

p and variance o2,the measured signal strength ": lt(y), after passing the logarithm

circuit, is normally distributed with mean ¡r1 of path loss function and variance øf of the

slow fading and the time derivative of the slow fading signal ;t is also normally distributed

with a mean þz and variance ol.

The probability that the random variable r crosses a constant level C of the received

signal during unit time, called the leuel crossing rate (lcr), is given by:

l"*lu(r: C): rp(r,r) dx

Therefore lcr in equation 8.1 is written as

As Jakes [26] proved that r and å are uncorrelated and independent. If we assume that

r: tt and r : r.2¡ then the joint density function between 11 and 12 is given by:

@, - pt)' (*" - pr)' (8.2)1p(ru rz) exp[-
Zlf O1O2 2"? 2o2

(B.1)

2

lcr(æI) -- l"* xzp(rt,,æ2)d'r2
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If + : k, then Z : \ÆE and by differentiating Z with respect to k, we obtain

Equation B.10 is manipulated as follows:

lcr(n1)

lcr(r1) :

lcr(ry)

We know that /o exp(-k)kå-r dk: f(å) : Jtr and Jflexp(-k)dk: f(1) : 1.

Therefore the equation 8.15 results in:

fit ,.f- "*o(- Tr*' + z'z)) dz

+o, Io exp(z - f,r*'+ zz))dzl

#rr,.*oeþ) /- ""p1- Çl o,

rø2exp(- Y, l,* "*pç-Ç¡az1

: #rr,.*rep)/-"*p1- nlftn-+ an

fø2 exp(- T, Ir* 
exp(-k)dkl

: #*,texp(- T, I"* exp(-k)kî-'\ak

fo2 exp(- Y, I"* exp(-k)dkl

r ,t r""p(-#)r/i , _ ___t M2
;AI-"'JU'' u " +ørexp(-f)]

#"*,-Çnff*"s
tffit.*reT)

255

(B.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.15)

(8.16)

(8.17)

dZ k

By substituting equation 8.13 into equation B.12 the lcr(r1) is obtained as follows

By replacing M with (ff) in equation B.18, /cr(r1) is:

(8.18)



(8.27)

But if the slope of signal 12 has zero mean and its variance o'2 equals to that of received

signal strength a'l then lcr is given by:

1. When the signal level is equal to the mean of the signal, rt : þt¡

tcr(¡t): h
2. When the signal level is equal to zero, or : 0,

tcr(o): #,".p(-å(#)')

tcr(x1): *""pet(+Y)

tcr(r1\:#exp(- rO.
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(8.26)

(B.30)

(8.28)

By substituting the path loss formula of equation2.T for the mean p1 and equation B'25

for the variance o2, into equation 8.2I, the normalised level crossing rate of the received

signal random variable r is given by:

tór@): exp(- (*-(Pr-( Kt * Kzlog(d))))'?
2o2 )d" (8.2e)

Following the same procedures, the equation 8.25, that is, þz :0 and o"' : 1, is given

by'

and equation 8.28 becomes:

1 (" - (P, - (K' + Kz los(d)lu(r1) 2r exp(-
2"'"

)))' )d, (B.31)



Appendix C

Variance of Samples for Rectangular

Window

As shown in equation 2.24, the received signal strength transmitted from a BS to the

MS, X(d), becomes a function of path loss for the mean and slow fading for the variance

as follows:

x(d.) : P,-Lo@)+F(d) (c.1)

where P¿ is the transmitting power of the BS [dBm], d is the distance between the MS

and the BS [km], Lr(d,) is the path loss between the MS and the BS [dB], F(d) is the

standard deviation of slow fading [dB].

The Lr(d,) is considered to be a constant because we assume that the X(d) is a stationary

gaussian random variable. The slow fading F(d) is also assumed to be a gaussian random

variable F having zero mean and the same variance of X(d').

The mean of the weighted sum of slow fading samples during a signal averaging interval

(n samples) is given by:

Fçtc¡: onD F*-t+¿
fL

i=l
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Appendix D

Lower Bound for Mean Number of
Handovers

We derive the lower bound of the mean number of handover requests for the basic and

the EN handover algorithms to prove that the mean number of handover requests is

equal to the sum of the probability that the MS handovers, as shown by Miller et ø/.

[43].

D.l Lower Bound on E¡ro for Basic Handover Algo-

rithm

Theorem: When the MS links to BS-A at the beginning of journey and moves toward

BS-B, iÎ Pp¡a: 1 then E¡o) l.

Proof. The probability that the MS connects to BS-A at the beginning of interval k is

p¿(k) : p¿(k- lxl - P"to(k))+PB(k-L)PBtA(k) (D.1)

Each component in each term is non-negative. Thus if PA@): P¡(tc - lxl - Pnt.n(k)),

then Ê¿(k) 3 P.o(k). Initially the MS is connected to BS-A at the beginning of the

interval 1, weassumethat 0, Ê'}A(k): PÁ0): 1Becau". Þoisrecursivein (1- Ptto(k)),

a 26r
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Êro"(k) Pnø(r)

1 (D.7)

that:

Eno Eno

Because Pn,(k) 2 þ0"(k), E¡o is always greater than or equal b Ê)¡o. Thus we can show

Lower Bound on Euro for EN Handover Algo-

1 (D.8)

D.2

rithm

Theorem: When the MS links to BS-A at the beginning of journey and moves toward

BS-8, iÎ P#IA: 1 then Etn"2l.

Proof: The probability that the MS is being connected to BS-A at the beginning of

interval k is:

PT@) pî(k - lX1 - pl 
to(k)) + pl (t* - t)4l /A&) (D.e)

As we did in section D.1, we note that each component in each term is non-negative.

Thus if Þi1rl -- pl@ - 1)(1 - pâto(k)), rhen þi(t¡ < Pî(k). Initially the MS is

connected to BS-A at the beginning of the interval 1, we assume that at an interval

tc :0 ÞTtnl: Pl(0) : 1. Because the Þ[ i, recursive in (1 - Plto(k)), tne Pf,(k) is

given by:

1 for lc:I
k

IItr - Pïø(i))
i=l

ÞTft¡

for k>I (D.10)
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Erh, Erh,

1 (D.16)

The state transition can occur independently in two ways: by normal handover condi-

tion; and by enforced handover condition. Thus Pll¡ : 1 indicates that one of these

conditions occur during the MS trip. This leads to the result:

pïp(k) : Pff,p(t ) + P|,to(k) : 1 (D.17)
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Appendix F

Glossary and Notation used in this

thesis

F.1- Glossary

The following terms are used throughout the thesis:

ANAL anaiytical model

APC adaptive power control

ATPC adaptive transmitter power control

BCC blocked call clear

BS base station

BS-A base station A

BS-B base station B

BSC base station center

BS ID base station identification

CDMA code division multiple access

CH REQ the channel request message

CIR co-channel interference ratio or carrier to interference ratio

DCA dynamic channle assignment

DS-CDMA direct sequency code division multiple access

269
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PSTN public switched telephone network

QOS quality of service

RSS received signal strength

SACCH slow associated control channel

SDEG sudden call degradation condition

SHPM slow handover processing model

SIMUL simulation model

SOPC soft handoff with power control

SOPC-G soft handoff with power control using guard

SWPC soft handoff without power control

TDMA time division multiple access

F.2 List of Common Symbols

Where possible, the following notation has been used for quantities that are referred to

in various parts of the thesis, in order to preserve continuity.

u the speed of the MS

å6 height of BS the antenna

å- height of MS the antenna

/" carrier frequency

P1 transmitting power

P, receiving power

P¿ transmit power of the dipole antenna

d distance between transmitter and receiver

r cell radius

g overlapping condition

[, signal average interval I

do, signal average distance

7" signal sampling interval
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the beginning of interval k in the basic handover algorithm

E¡o total number of the handover requests during the MS travelling time in the basic

handover algorithm

Pn.(k) probability that a handover occurs at the beginning of the kfå interval in the

basic handover algorithm

Pf, probility that the MS is being connected to the BS-A at the beginning of the kth

interval in the EN handover algorithm

Pfl probility that the MS is being connected to the BS-B at the beginning of the kth

interval in the EN handover algorithm

Pït"(k) probability that the MS changes its current BS from the BS-A to the BS-B at

the beginning of interval ,k in the EN handover algorithm

Plt"&) probability that the MS changes its current BS from the BS-B to the BS-A at

the beginning of interval k in the EN handover algorithm

E¡¡, tolal number of the handover requests during the MS travelling time in the EN

handover algorithm

Prn,(k) probability that a handover occurs at the beginning of the kth interval' in the

BN handover algorithm

lcr expected number of crossing level rs during unit interval

tór the normalised level crossing rate

AF D average fade duration during unit interval

m n normalised average duration of fade

TX-PWR(.) transmit power control conversion table

RX-PW R(.) receiver power control conversion table

S(k) power control step

step-size size of one power control step

M AX-ST EP total number of power steps

guard guard band in power control algorithm
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